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ABSTRACT 
Since 2006, a change occurred in Portugal among energy providers due to the complete transition 

from a natural monopoly to a free market. The timeliness of the topic justifies a scientific analysis 

of the change in Energias de Portugal monopolistic strategy, company created in 1976 as result 

of the merger of key companies operating in the National Electricity System (SEN) and which 

had been nationalized in the previous years. This organization now operates in a market that is 

difficult to predict, having as main characteristic the turbulence caused by competition. 

Using value proposition canvas main concepts and adopting customers’ perception, this thesis 

will seek to identify the changes in one of the core departments of EDP affected by this change, 

sales. Whereas, this study has analysed a single company, the data for this research draw on eight 

qualitative semi-structured interviews with families, which are clients of company in study and 

information available online in the direction of obtaining the information that answers the topic 

of this thesis. 

After analysing value proposition map and customer segment it was confirmed an existence of 

relationship or fit, where a company manages to satisfy or answers most of customers’ segment 

sub-division’s needs. After profound investigation, it was possible to confirm that the new 

requirements of customers forced EDP to change its value proposition configuration in order to 

be able to survive on this new competitive free market.  One of the interesting key findings was 

that economic values, such as price, were not considered as a major influential factor by the 

customers when choosing energy supplier, but brand heritage values were perceived as more 

meaningful. 

                                                                                                                                                          
KEYWORDS: customer perceived value, energy sector, market liberalization, business model, 

value proposition, resource-based view, repositioning, strategy.  
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1 Introduction 

This section enlightens the background of the study. Next, research gap is identified and 

research question and research objectives will be introduced. In the end of this section the 

structure of the study is outlined.   

1.1 Background of the Study 

Organizational innovation is today a topic of crucial relevance and a popular topic in the 

literature. (Mathews & Linski 2016; Poole & Van de Ven 2004; Bourne 2015; Ababneh 

2016; Afonso & Vieira 2012; Calia et al. 2007; Frenz & Lambert 2012; Markides 2006; 

Ryan et al. 2007; Saebi et al. 2017.) Current business environment is rich in organizational 

innovation. For example, Poole & Van de Ven (2004) state that innovation takes place in 

multiple functions and levels of management processes, procedures and work 

organization, organizational structures, changes in customer/sales relationship, attitudes 

and values of employees of organizations and changes in markets, mainly related to 

processes of liberalization, increased competition and global competition. Mathews & 

Linski (2016) mention that “change is inevitable if organizations are to remain 

competitive”. 

Organizational change can be defined as a difference that happens in an organization’s 

form, quality and condition over time (Poole & Van de Ven 2004: 11). Organizational 

change can also be seen as an adaptation of organisation’s direction towards more desired 

position in order to be find solutions to economic environment’s new challenges and 

opportunities. (Hurn 2012.) When defining organizational change, two important aspects 

arise: difference and time. Barnett & Carroll (1995) define organizational change in more 

simple way, arguing that it is a transformation that organization goes through between 

two points in time. According to Huber & Glick (1993), change happens in organization’s 

way to function, in its hierarchy regarding leaders and members, organization’s structure 

or resource allocating. Organizational change can be planned or unplanned, progressive 

or sudden and it depends on the organization’s goals and surroundings (Poole & Van de 

Ven 2004: 11.) 
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Organization’s interaction with the environment is reciprocal, thus organizations are not 

merely passive; organizations consequently try to influence the environment that 

surrounds it. (Poole & Van de Ven 2004: 33.) However, it is not only the relationship 

between organization and environment that drives change. The dynamics of work 

structures and political processes of exercising power in the organization can also 

constitute a strong pressure for organizational change.  

Organization as an open system is faced with influences caused by changes in its close 

and distant surroundings. Hence, following Schwarz & Shulman (2007) there exist two 

different views on organizational change. According to the first view, presented by Fay 

& Luhrmann (2004) organizations are environment-adaptive entities which need to 

manage with the changing demands of the environment to remain viable. Crossan, Vera 

& Nanjod (2008) describe this environment as characterized by social, legal, 

technological, and economic changes. The second view, argued by Hannan & Freeman 

(1984) sees organizations as inert entities which are categorized as static structures and 

passive forces. These sorts of organizations choose slow or little change especially 

regarding its core organizational features.  

In this study, organizational change is viewed according to the first view and therefore 

the case company is examined as entity that is adaptive to its environment. Since the 

interaction with organization’s internal and external environments is constant, it is not 

surprising that the simple fact of sudden changes occurring at technological level, or 

related to human behaviours (consumers, employees, suppliers, customers) along with 

changes on national or international socio-political environment, involves a constant need 

of innovation.  

This research paper examines a core pillar of any company, strategy, its business model 

and innovation, more specifically value proposition innovation in customers’ perception 

by studying a company that used to enjoy a situation of natural monopoly and thus 

combines the concepts of strategy innovation, customer perception and monopolistic 

market. Monopoly refers to a situation, where one producer, monopoly, controls supply 

of a product or service and the entry of new producers is either prevented or under control. 

Typically, monopolistic firms strive for maximise profits by maintaining prices high and 

restricting output, while acting unresponsive towards customer’s needs. 

(Businessdictionary.com 2017.) EDP is a large organization that has hitherto operated in 
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a predictable environment, as a monopoly.  In economic terms, it can be said that a natural 

monopoly situation is present when a set of results can be achieved more cheaply by a 

single firm than by several (Silva, 2007). According to Church and Ware (2000: 754-

760), the condition that justifies the existence and maintenance of natural monopoly are 

the sub additive costs and, consequently the exploitation of economies of scale. Energy 

sectors are a good example of existence of natural monopolies because of the high costs 

of establishing power generation and power distribution to each household. In addition, 

Investopedia (2017) and Worstall (2013) mention that “there's not going to be enough 

gains from competition to cover the cost of having two sets of power distribution lines”.  

The timeliness of the topic justifies a scientific analysis of the change in EDP (Energy of 

Portugal), organization that now operates in a market that is difficult to predict, having as 

main characteristic the turbulence caused by competition. Between 2006 and beginning 

of 2013 a change occurred in Portugal among energy providers due to the complete 

transition from a monopolized to a free market. The free market allows unrestricted 

competition in the electricity and gas sectors, enabling the appearance of several energy 

traders, and wider selection of choice for consumers. The liberalization of the electricity 

market in Portugal has been planned since 2000 and will enter in its full phase in 2020, 

with the gradual extinction of regulated tariffs for all consumers. (ERSE1, 2014.) 

This study has also practical reasoning behind its purpose. The energy sector, in which 

EDP operates, is going through a wave of liberalization at European level, for example, 

in countries such as United Kingdom, and Spain. Traditional energy market is confronted 

by the need of implementing deep changes at operational and structural level. (Pinto 

2001.) Consequently, organizations are facing the threat of competition, potentially, 

turning it into an opportunity for transnational growth. When organization operates under 

uncertain, risky environment and encounters competition, this situation creates a threat to 

the organization’s traditional strategy. However, the change in operation and structure, 

including the extension of its activities to other markets, could itself be a growth 

opportunity.        

In addition, it is essential for organizations to learn to adapt into a new reality, which 

causes deep changes also in terms of another integral part of strategy that needs to be 

adapted to the market, company’s business model. With the purpose of respecting the 

directives of European Union, many energy providers were being forced to restructure 
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their vertical integrated sector to be able to thrive in a business environment that is 

increasingly competitive. (Church & Ware, 2000: 747-748.)  Consequently, there is a 

need to innovate the business model as a part of profit-making strategy linked to the new 

reorganized structure. Itami and Nishinmo (2010: 364-366) argue that the term ‘business 

model’ has several definitions, though there are common elements of the composition of 

this model, business system and a profit model. These authors argue that business system 

is how the company is structured in terms of production and delivery system, this can be 

then summarized as organizational structure. In contrast, profit model is described to be 

company’ strategy to achieve profit through perhaps differentiation from its competitors 

in terms of price and service offered. (Itami & Nishinmo 2010: 365.) In addition, Teece 

(2010: 172-194) and Saebi et al. (2017: 567-581) defend that adapting a business model 

is not an easy task and that firms are unlikely to innovate the business model unless there 

is a real need to do so. 

The research is framed in this context. This study will seek to identify the changes in 

customer perception in one of the core departments of EDP, sales, by using value 

proposition canvas main concepts, which are value proposition and customer segment. 

1.2 Research Gap, Research Question and Research Objectives 

In the past years, implications of the regulations and comparison with other European 

electric markets have been studied regarding the electric market sector in Portugal (Pinto 

2001). The focuses of the studies have also been on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

and Business Intelligence concerning the electricity sector in Portugal. (Oliveira 2010.) 

Additionally, general studies or diagnoses about the state of Portugal’s energy sector have 

been conducted. For example, Portuguese Bank of Investment, BPI, (2011) provided a 

report of this topic analysing the structure of the sector, possible future investments and 

making comparison between domestic and international tariffs.   

However, there is a lack of research about strategic repositioning of the company when 

the company in case used to be a natural monopoly company. Turner (2003) defends that 

strategic repositioning is “conscious adaptation to a changing environment, representing 

a fundamental shift in the firm’s value proposition”. In addition to Turner (2003: 251), 

Porter (1996) and Ryan et al. (2007) explains that this conscious act taken on by 

companies to adapt to a changing commercial environment represents a need to innovate 
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the original value proposition of the company by aiming its targeted market segment(s) 

or achieve differential advantage.  

The elaboration of the present study stems from the initial formulation of a pertinent 

question. EDP in order to thrive in a new business environment had to strategic reposition 

and reengineer itself and consequently adapt its value proposition, this study will focus 

on the noticeable variations occurred on value proposition configuration in customers’ 

point of view or customers’ perception. 

The research question will be the intersection between four related literatures, strategic 

innovation, business model innovation, value proposition innovation and customer 

perceptions literature. Based on these thoughts, the question that provide a deeper 

understanding of the changes in this case, is: 

 In customers’ perception, what variations occurred on the value proposition 

configuration of a monopolist after a market liberalization? 

In this context, there is a need to describe the value chain and system and how Portuguese 

Electrical market is organized, since there is limited information due to ever more 

ongoing changes.  

With the aim of answering and analysing the changing market rules and environment 

effects on the monopolist, the literature of strategic repositioning was used as a basic base, 

going deeper into one of its core bases, business model innovation, and subsequently 

value proposition innovation which the company had to go through to survive in the new 

liberalized market. However, it is important to review literature of customers’ perception, 

so that it is possible to understand the results of interviews and perhaps the deficiency of 

information when asked a specific question. For example, a family still on regulated 

market of the electricity sector may be more attentive and notice more intensively the 

commercials of energy providers on liberalized market until their need has been satisfied.  

In the continuation of the present study, qualitative research methods and online 

information were used to obtain and analyze the data. In this context, a documentary 

analysis of the industry and the market was carried out and company in study clients were 

contacted. To that end, semi-structured interviews were prepared as a means of collecting 

information about the company in study and to obtain relevant empirical evidence. 
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The main objective of the interview was to reach an extended and broader view of the 

main changes in industry strategy and business models. 

1.3 Structure of the Study 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 explains the purpose of this study, 

including the background of the study, identification of the research gap, development 

and introduction of research questions as well as identification of the study’s structure.  

Chapter 2 begins with the explanation of the value chain of the Portuguese Electricity 

Sector and its economic environment, which describes the aspects of the case organization 

in Portugal before the liberalization, the directives provided by European Union and 

reasoning why some of the monopolistic characters remains in the value system. This 

chapter continues briefly by explaining who are the legal entities controlling the market 

to maintain fairness on this new liberalized market. This explanation is followed by a 

brief description of how the case company has evolved during recent years, framing the 

emergence of a subsidiary in the case company within Portuguese electricity sector, and 

its main tasks and responsibilities in the sector.  

Chapter 3 will cover four fundamental themes in order to answer to the research question 

of this thesis, which represent the theoretical pillars of this research project. Thus, this 

chapter initially addresses and defines the concept of strategy, then strategic innovation 

is addressed, with some obstacles being mentioned, the concept of profile and strategic 

planning is explained, and the techniques of control of the strategic process are presented. 

In addition, the Competitive and Industry Analysis and the Generic Strategies of Porter 

that embodies the perspective of competitive positioning, which together with the 

Resource-Based View of the Firm (RBV) perspective, serve as theoretical basis for the 

analysis of EDP strategic positioning. 

Third section of this chapter, a literature review of Business Model is presented, which 

reveals main important areas under innovation after market liberalization, one of them 

being the main topic of this thesis, value proposition. Therefore, the chapter presents more 

concrete and focused review of another model, Value Proposition canvas and its two core 

blocks, Value Proposition and Customer Segment. In the section afterwards, Business 

Model Innovation literature review is explained, as well as a sub-topic of this literature, 

Value Innovation.  
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In fifth section, it is presented the role of customers’ perceptions, since this thesis is based 

on perceived value of the customers interviewed. 

Finally, the framework of the study based on the literature is presented. Framework shows 

comparison concerning the company’ structure when working in a monopolistic market 

and its organizational reengineering in order to enable working in liberalized market, and 

this way the framework illustrates the relation between literature and with the main topic 

of this thesis.  

Chapter 4 is based on justifying the choice of the research methodology, strategy and data 

collection, data analysis as well as evaluation of the reliability and validity of the research.  

On chapter 5 the results of the semi-structured interviews are analysed and the relevant 

literature is simultaneously reviewed. After interviewees answers analysed it was drawn 

EDP Comercial’ value proposition canvas from customers perception. After this, EDP 

Comercial value curve is formed and comparison is made with regulated market EDP and 

its main competitors. 

Finally, in the chapter 6 it is discussed the findings linked to the theoretical framework of 

this thesis. In addition, practical implications, limitations and suggestions for future 

research are described.   
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2 Research context 

2.1 Value chain of the Portuguese Electricity Sector 

To be able to use electricity it is necessary to produce it and then transmission it and 

delivered it until the consumer. This route has several steps that define the value chain 

for the Electricity Sector: production, transmission, distribution and sales. It is possible 

to analyse the value chain on Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Value chain of the Portuguese Electricity Sector (ERSE2, 2014). 

At production level (produção) electricity can be carried out under the ordinary status or 

special status. The first occurs in various types of power plants, where natural resources 

such as oil, coal, gas, biomass or even hydropower are transformed into electrical energy 

that will subsequently be injected into the transmission network (rede de transporte). In 

Portugal Continental (Appendix 3) the activity of producing electricity is made by 

different companies. 

The production of electricity in special status is made from the use of renewable energy 

sources and cogeneration1 which is an alternative that can reduce the country’s 

dependence on fossil fuels and thus pollutant emissions. 

The production phase can be carried out under the ordinary regime or special regime. The 

first occurs in various types of power plants, where natural resources such as oil, coal, 

gas or even the forces of water are transformed into electrical energy that will 

subsequently be injected into the transmission network. The production of electricity in 

                                                 
1 Cogeneration is a "form of thermal production where is exploited the heat generated in combustion for 
industrial purposes or heating" (MEI, 2008). 
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special regime is made from the use of renewable energy sources and cogeneration and 

is an alternative that can reduce the country's dependence on fossil fuels and thus pollutant 

emissions. Sometimes part of the electricity is injected directly into the distribution 

network at lower voltage levels, depending on the technologies used. 

Through the transmission network, electrical energy is conveyed to the distribution 

substations or between several substations. It is also through this network that electrical 

energy is established to some industries, such as the car industry, rail, pulp or mining, 

which needs electrical energy in Very High Voltage. Figure 2 shows the level of voltage 

limits that differentiate this type from the others. In Portugal Continental transmission 

activity is carried out by a single company - National Electric Network (REN). 

Segment Voltage level 
MAT – Very high voltage (muita alta tensão) > 110 kW 
AT – High voltage (alta tensão) > 45 kW 
MT – Medium voltage (média tensão) > 1 kW 
BT – Low voltage (baixa tensão) 

≤ 1 kW 
BTE - Low special voltage (power > 41.4 kW) 
BTN - Low normal voltage (power ≤ 41,4 kW) 
Public Lighting 

Figure 2. Voltage limits of the various segments of electric current, based on Decree-Law n. º 29/2006 of 
15 February. 

In addition to the transmission of very high voltage, it is necessary to make the 

distribution (rede de distribuição) of electricity through distribution networks in High, 

Medium and Low Voltage, which are linked to most of the consumers’ household, street 

lighting and other equipment operating in high, medium and low voltage level (Figure 2). 

In Portugal Continental distribution is carried out mainly by one company - EDP 

Distribuição – and also some cooperative distribution of electricity in Low Voltage. 

So, it can be easily seen that both the transmission and the distribution network should 

follow the growth and location of producers and demand centres. 

Finally, sales or supply (comercialização) is reflected in the purchase and sale of 

electricity, in view of the supply and meeting the needs of the final consumer (customer 

purchasing electricity for their own use) or other agents (wholesale customers who buy 

electricity for resale inside or outside the system where they are established). Sales 

organizations of electricity are responsible for managing relationships with end 

consumers, including billing and customer service. In Portugal Continental the trading of 
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electricity can be made on Mercado Livre (Liberalized Market), with the free traders and 

as last resort the Mercado Regulado (Regulated Market). Main actors on the liberalized 

market can be seen at Appendix 4. 

We must note that these stages of the value chain have several different characteristics 

from each other, which justifies the fact that there are business segments that enable the 

existence of competition (production and sales) and others where this hardly happens 

(transmission and distribution). The great peculiarity which is the basis of this difference 

is that the transmission and distribution activities are made through network 

infrastructures, which establish the connection between supply upstream and downstream 

consumers, implying that in a context of opening of the market there is the need for those 

to be always available in a non-discriminatory manner in to allow competition for other 

activities. Another factor that keeps the competitiveness in these activities is that in them 

are true large economies of scale (Santana, 2003). 

On the other hand, there are problems related to the own properties of the electricity, 

especially regarding the difficulty storage of this energy source, which requires that there 

is a balance between what is produced and what is consumed. One more difficulty relates 

to the fact that consumption is not uniform, that is, throughout the day there are large 

variations in energy consumption, which requires an adaptation of production in order to 

keep up with these changes. These and other problems make this sector object of constant 

improvements and investments, both in terms of technological solutions and 

infrastructure, or from the quality control and efficiency promotion. 

2.1.1 Economic Environment 

Since its' invention, electricity has increasingly gained importance in the growth and 

development of the world's economy. It has achieved this by contributing to higher 

productivity in the workplace, helping to improve the quality of life and as an aid in 

overcoming the problems of social exclusion and isolation. 

The supply of electricity is thus a Service of General Economic Interest (SIEG) to the 

extent that, similarly to what happens to other network industries such as water supply, 

sanitation, gas and telecommunications is a service of economic nature essential to 

populations welfare and social participation, to the environment, and to the economy in 

general (Marques, 2005: 242). These types of activities must be submitted to specific 
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public service obligations, with the aim of ensuring quality services at affordable prices 

to all citizens, meeting the principles of accessibility, equality, universality and 

continuity, without forgetting efficiency, transparency and adaptability (CES, 2006). 

Given the importance of such service to the operation of the entire economy, in 1996 the 

European Union issued directives that recommended liberalization, that is, to open the 

market to competition. In the case of the Portuguese electricity sector this process took 

place gradually; over three phases (Cruz, 2008).  

First, it was initiated with the separation of the activities that are natural monopolies, in 

this case the transmission and distribution activities, from the activities capable of 

operating according to new market conditions. 

In a second phase, it was attempted to encourage access to the networks by third parties, 

with the aim of increasing the number of players in the market and to ensure the increase 

of service quality and lower rates. 

The third phase is referred to the transference of government responsibilities to the new 

independent regulatory authority. For example, to avoid the abuse of market power by 

companies operating in the areas of natural monopoly, this market regulator must set non-

discriminatory and cost-reflective tariffs and to ensure the interests of consumers, 

concerning price, service quality, access to information and supply security. (European 

Commission, 2003) 

 Natural Monopoly 

Church and Ware (2000: 748) mention that industries involving networks are considered 

as natural monopoly. For example, energy network, which includes production, 

transmission, distribution and sales. In this study, the case company EDP is one example 

of this kind of natural monopoly.  

Church and Ware (2000: 748) state that “reliable and efficient provision of electricity was 

thought to be incompatible with a reliance on markets”, hence entitling energy providers 

being natural monopolies. Silva (2007) defends that in economic terms, a natural 

monopoly situation occurs when a set of results can be achieved more cheaply by a single 

firm than by several firms. In addition, Church and Ware (2000: 748.) mention that 
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instead of competition regulation, government regulation was used to direct the 

production and trade of electricity. 

As mentioned in previous chapter, in 1996, European Union issued directives that 

recommended liberalization, that is, the opening to competition in some of the functions 

that were considered a natural monopoly. With the purpose to respect the directives of 

European Union, many energy providers were forced to restructure their vertical 

integrated sector, that is the companies had the need to separate production and sales from 

their organizational structure (Figure 3). (Church & Ware, 2000: 747-748.) 

The market opening procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. It is characterized by the change 

of a vertically integrated sector and without competition into a vertically and horizontally 

disintegrated sector with competition. 

 

Figure 3. Changes in the organization of the electricity sector (Santos, 2012). 

Vertical disintegration is described as a separation process of activities existing in the 

sector supply chain of the Portuguese electricity sector, for instance the activities carried 

out by independent entities. The horizontal disintegration corresponds to the participation 

of various actors in the same value chain phase. 

However, as can be seen in Figure 3, the horizontal disintegration does not occur in all 

activities in the electricity sector, which is justified by economic theories, since network 

industries (transmission and distribution) constitute natural monopolies. (Church & Ware, 

2000: 747-748; Santos, 2007; Santos, 2012.) This restructure was necessary towards the 

need to create a competitive market and free access to the natural monopolies. (Church & 

Ware, 2000: 747-748.) These authors (2000: 747) defend that in a case of non-horizontal 
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disintegration of production sector, the competitors in production of energy would be 

unable to have access to the transmission and distribution sectors. 

According to Church and Ware (2000: 753-760), the conditions justifying the existence 

and maintenance of natural monopoly, are the sub additive costs and, consequently the 

exploitation of economies of scale. Subadditivity of costs have underlying idea that the 

production by a single company of a particular output level of certain good leads to less 

costs than if the production would be done by two or more companies. (Church & Ware, 

2000: 754.)  

Network industries meet these conditions, to the extent that, they support high costs for 

its construction, development and maintenance. These variable costs make the 

construction of new networks and the use of the existent by competitors ineffective, thus 

preventing the full performance of the market mechanisms. Therefore, in the case of 

natural monopolies, there should be no entry of new firms. In addition, the intervention 

of a regulator is necessary, and the regulator must be capable to prevent abuses of a 

dominant position and ensure public access to these networks by third parties, also known 

by Amaral (2008) as energy highways. 

Nevertheless, in the electricity sector liberalization context, the creation of this regulatory 

authority arises, not only due to the need for regulation of natural monopolies 

(transmission and distribution networks), but also due to the demands of the potentially 

competitive segments of the value chain (production and sales/supply). (Church & Ware, 

2000: 747-748.) With the opening of these activities to competition, it is necessary to 

limit the market power and to reduce the degree of concentration, in particular, to decrease 

market share of incumbent firms, with the intention of avoiding problems of poor quality 

and higher prices that could exist without control. According to Silva (2007) market 

power represents the ability of a company to influence prices or quantities offered, which 

are in practice difficult to measure.  

Soares (2006: 4) points out that the source of market power problems may be: 

 Sunk costs; 

 The existence of different optimal scales for the different value chain activities; 

 Difficulties in storage; 
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 The fact that demand tends to be inflexible, that is, from a given percentage 

change in price, demand will register a smaller percentage change and may lead 

to abuse by those companies. 

These aspects show how the specific features of the electricity sector can lead to market 

failures, such as, situations where the market fails in the efficient allocation of resources 

(for example, market power, monopoly, problems of imperfect and asymmetric 

information). Therefore, it is essential to control the market through regulations (Church 

and Ware, 2000). 

Another reason that requires the regulator to be present in the Portuguese electricity 

sector, relates to the need of ensuring compliance with the principles that an SIEG should 

follow. The SIEGs, as mentioned before, should be subject to strict control that maintains 

the equal opportunity that is, being accessible to the entire population in a non-

discriminatory and fair manner, treating consumers equally. Specifically, it is necessary 

to fulfil the requirement of universality, even in a liberalized market environment, 

ensuring that there will always be a producer and a supplier to ensure the supply of 

electricity to all citizens, regardless of their geographical location at a specified quality 

and at affordable prices. (Eiras 2009.) 

Regard the principle of continuity, the energy supply should occur continuously with the 

minimum amount of interruptions, while maintaining the efficiency and quality of 

service. On the other hand, it is essential that throughout the process, there is transparency 

in contractual relations, from general information to dispute resolution mechanisms. 

(European Commission 2003.) 

In conclusion, the regulation of the electrical sector is justified to maximize the 

liberalization of the energy market, stimulating competition in the production and sale of 

energy and, on the other hand, to promote economic efficiency in the network 

infrastructures by promoting excellent technical and economic performance of companies 

operating on a natural monopoly basis (Santos 2008) and to enforce the obligations of a 

SIEG. 
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2.2 Portuguese sector description 

The National Electricity System (SEN) has an underlying set of principles, organizations, 

agents and electrical installations, these are divided into the Public Electricity System 

(SEP) and the Independent Electricity System (SEI), in which one can still distinguish 

Non-Binding Electricity System (SENV) and the Special Regime Producers. Within each 

of these systems there is five main activities: production, transmission, distribution, sales 

and market operations. The set of public service facilities for the transmission and 

distribution of electricity are the Electrical Network of Public Service. 

In Portugal, the production of electricity is free and subject to obtaining licenses from 

relevant administrative bodies, and is performed with the use of different technologies 

and different sources of energy both in ordinary regime (bound and not bound production) 

or under special (mini-hydro, cogeneration, low voltage producers up to 150 kW, as well 

as from other renewable energy). 

 

Figure 4. Mix of electricity production in Portugal (DGEG, 2013). 

In Figure 4 we can see that a very high proportion of electricity produced in Portugal is 

from natural fossil power plants, which causes major environmental impacts. 

With the purpose of reducing these impacts, natural fossil power plants must meet strict 

programs in terms of emission control. Similarly, the hydro electrical power plants take 

up measures to minimize the adverse effects resulting from varying flow downstream of 

reservoirs (CEEGA, 2002). 
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On the other hand, environmental concerns also led to the creation of incentives that 

promote the production of electricity from renewable resources. Thus, in recent years, it 

has been verified that there is a significant increase in the use of renewable energy sources 

in electricity generation, particularly wind energy, which in year 2000 registered a value 

of 168GWh and in 2014, a value of 12,111 GWh (Appendix 5). 

Despite these figures, Portugal is still not self-sufficient, in the sense that in addition to 

the energy produced in the country, it still needs to import energy through the 

interconnection of the European network. 

Currently, the main producers of electricity in Portugal are EDP Produção, Turbogás, 

Elecgas and Tejo Energia, which can make agreements with suppliers and end customers, 

or may participate in organized markets2. (ERSE3, 2015) The producers in special regime 

have the right to sell the electricity they produce to the Last Resort Supplier (CUR).  The 

system operator intervention is only to ensure the security of electricity supply in SEN 

when it is expected situations of energy poverty. 

Regarding to transmission network in Portugal, this is provided in the public system and 

exclusively by National Electric Network (REN), concession given by the Portuguese 

State. REN had to split from EDP Group, since, in a liberalized market environment it 

had to transmit energy from other producers in addition to EDP Produção, thus avoiding 

the potential conflict between the interests of the shareholders of this company and the 

public interest (Amaral, 2008). Therefore, REN has not only the role of physical system 

operator (ensure the linkage between the production and distribution through the 

transmission function) but also the economic operator role (the only buyer of energy 

producers). 

The National Transmission Network covers almost all the national territory, also having 

some points of interconnection to the Spanish network, allowing electricity exchange in 

Iberia. This network must meet the quality standards set out in the Quality of Service 

(RQS) and allow access to all stakeholders, non-discriminatory and transparent manner. 

As for the distribution of electricity, this takes place through the National Distribution 

Network, currently being a dependent on an exclusive basis in HV and MV of the 

                                                 
2 Defined in Decree-Law No. 29/2006 of 15 February as "systems with different contracting arrangements 
that allow the meeting between supply and demand of electricity." 
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concessionaire, EDP Distribuição. Operations in LV distribution networks are carried out 

based on contracts settled between the autarchies or local authorities and distributors, 

although currently these are also concentrated in EDP Distribuição (may exist not-

bounded distributors). This network covers the large consumption centres (for example 

population or major industries) and tries to satisfy the existing demand, by streamlining 

available resources and the technical limitations of the equipment, with the purpose of 

limiting the voltage drops in large networks (MEI, 2008). 

Sales or supply is a liberalized activity, if possible, at present, consumers choose and 

change between electricity supplier without any additional charge, and are also allowed 

to purchase directly from producers, traders or through organized markets. The supplier 

switching process must be ensured by an independent entity to the other stakeholders in 

the sector, which will also compete the management of measuring equipment and their 

reading, local or remote. However, temporarily, this responsibility is the care of EDP 

Distribuição. 

As we can observe in Figure 5, the liberalized market ended the month of January 2015 

with an 85.2% weight of the total electricity consumed in Portugal. Having been in recent 

years a remarkable growth, such that in January 2015 there were, in the liberalized market, 

about thirteen times more customers than in January 2010. 

 

Figure 5. Evolution of the total number of customers active in the liberalized market (ERSE, 2015). 
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From the side of the Public Electricity System, sales is ensured by the last resort suppliers 

that are required to ensure the universal provision of electricity supply to everyone who 

requests it and to pursue a sale price set by Portuguese Energy Services Regulatory 

Authority (ERSE). 

The Last Resort Suppliers (CUR) obtain energy by purchasing on the organized market, 

from other producers or traders, or through contracts with REN, in the case of the energy 

produced in the special regime. This function should be performed by an autonomous 

entity, currently the main CUR is EDP Serviço Universal. 

In the Non-Binding Electricity System (SENV), there is not bound traders, who can buy 

and sell electricity freely, paying only tariffs for access to transmission and distribution 

networks as defined by ERSE. The main suppliers recognized in the market at the moment 

are EDP Comercial, GALP Energia, Endesa, Iberdrola, Goldenergy, Fenosa and YLCE 

(Deco Proteste, 2016; Appendix 4). In Figure 6 we can see how the market share of these 

suppliers has been evolving. In the year 2015 all suppliers have grown in volume of 

consumed energy, except for EDP Comercial. 

 

Figure 6. Evolution of the shares of the suppliers in the liberalized market in terms of consumption. 

According to law, all suppliers must comply with certain standards regarding the quality 

of service and information provided to the consumer. This includes clarification on the 

right to universal service, tariffs and prices, the rational and efficient use of resources and 
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the information shall always be given in an appropriate manner, complete, non-

discriminatory and transparent. 

Currently, there are, both in Portugal and in Europe, many markets where you can make 

energy transactions, distinguishing between non-organized markets and organized 

markets. Amaral (2008) defines the first, as those “where out of stock market, the parties 

establish a contractual relationship of purchase and sale, adjusted to the needs (“tailor-

made”)” and the latter as those “where there are stock markets for purchases and sales of 

energy in standardized transactions.” 

It is also important to be noted that the management of the organized electricity markets 

in Portugal, is a free activity and responsibility of market operators, which should be 

integrated in the functioning of any organized electricity markets established between the 

Portuguese State and other Member States of the European Union. As previously stated, 

both producers in the ordinary regime as well as traders can become members of these 

markets and are subject to authorizations granted jointly by the Minister of Finance and 

Minister responsible for the energy sector. 

To ensure that these activities of SEN are carried out without misuse, and within legal 

parameters to guarantee the efficiency and rationality of the activities in terms of 

transparency, non-discrimination and competitive, there needs to be regulation of 

transmission, distribution and the last resort suppliers, as well as logistics operations, 

change of supplier and management of the organized markets. 

In Portugal, the regulation of the electricity sector is assigned to ERSE, which, as 

described in Article 3 of the Decree-Law # 97/2002 of 12 April, serves to not only ensure 

that the entire population is served continuously and non-discriminatory, as well as 

fulfilling the minimum standards of quality and security of supply, but also to set rules 

and obligations, to promote price transparency and consumer confidence and prevent 

abuses of dominant positions and predatory behaviour. 

It is also function of the regulatory authority to protect the interests of consumers, promote 

access to information and promote efficient competition in order to achieve optimum 

performance of regulated companies and greater satisfaction of end customers. For these 

tasks to be achieved must be verified institutional independence, organic and functional 

compared to the government and regulated (Moreira, 2008). Santos (2007) also lists, as 
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additional functions, the promotion of environmental performance in the transmission and 

distribution network, the reduction of the volume of loss of electricity and the best service 

quality in the distribution network. 

The major regulations developed by ERSE in the context of SEN, are tariff regulations, 

service quality, access to networks and interconnections, operations of networks and trade 

relations. ERSE then has the responsibility to verify and monitor the fulfilment of these 

regulations, as well as other legislations on the electricity sector, imposing sanctions for 

transgressors, resolving disputes and issuing opinions on relevant matters. 

2.3 EDP Comercial (EDP SC) contribution to the demands of the electricity sector 

In this chapter, a brief description of how the EDP Group has evolved in recent years is 

presented, framing the emergence of the company in study in this thesis, EDP Comercial 

in the Portuguese electricity sector. Later on, it will be presented the main lines of action 

of this company in the sector.  

2.3.1 EDP Group3 

EDP – Electricidade de Portugal was created in 1976 as result of merger of thirteen of 

the fourteen companies operating in the SEN and which had been nationalized in the 

previous year. It thus began as a public company whose main concern was the expansion 

of the national electricity grid, even with being one of the key-factors necessary for the 

technological and economic development of the country it was underdeveloped compared 

to the great European powers. In the mid-1980s, EDP supplied 80% of the electricity at 

low-voltage and its network covered 97% of Portuguese territory. In 1991, EDP was 

transformed into a joint-stock company and later, in 1994, into a corporate group 

consisting of a parent company and 19 associated companies. The privatization process 

ran from 1997 to 2005, gradually, and was constituted by 6 phases, at the end of which 

79% of the company's capital was in private hands. In 2013, starts the last phase of 

privatisation of EDP, where it becomes 100% private company. 

During this period, EDP also focused on its internationalization, having been present in 

Brazil since 1996, through Energias do Brasil, in the segments of production, distribution 

                                                 
3 http://www.EDP.pt/pt/EDP40anos/Pages/Cronologia.aspx 
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and commercialization of electricity; In Spain since 2001, and in other European countries 

such as France, Belgium, Romania and Poland. 

In addition to the electricity sector, EDP started to focus on other markets, namely natural 

gas in the Iberian Peninsula in 2003 and renewable energy, where it strengthened its 

position worldwide with the acquisition of the North American company Horizon Wind 

Energy, in 2007.   

Given these changes, and to better convey its new position, in 2004, EDP - Electricidade 

de Portugal changed its name to EDP - Energias de Portugal, as well as its brand image, 

which became a smile. Since then, the slogan that has been associated with its brand has 

been changing, starting with “EDP - Energias de Portugal” (in 2004), “EDP – Feel our 

energy” (in 2007), “EDP – Live our Energy” (in 2009), “EDP - Live your energy” (in 

2010) and most recently “EDP – A human, innovative and sustainable brand” (in 2011) 

by showing the commitment to being close to the customer. 

 

Figure 7. EDP Brand image changes. 

In 2015 (EDP, 2015a), EDP was the largest producer, distributor and supplier of 

electricity in Portugal, the third largest producer of electricity in the Iberian Peninsula and 

one of the largest gas distributors in the Iberian Peninsula. EDP was also one of the 

world's largest wind power operators with wind farms in the Iberian Peninsula, United 

States of America, Canada, Brazil, France, Belgium, Italy, Poland and Romania, and has 

construction capacity in Mexico and is developing wind projects in the United Kingdom. 

In addition, EDP produces solar photovoltaic energy in Portugal, Romania and the United 

States of America. In Brazil, EDP is the fifth largest private operator in electricity 

production, has two concessions for the distribution of electricity and is the third largest 

private marketer in the liberalized market. 
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The EDP group, represented in the Organizational Chart on Appendix 2, is constituted by 

the parent company, EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A., and by a group of companies that 

act in several stages of the value chain of the energy sector.  

 EDP SC 

EDP SC, was created in 2005 originally with the name of EDP Comercial, S.A., resulting 

from the obligatory process by ERSE of disassociation of the network activities and the 

commercial area, in the scope of the liberalization of the Portuguese Electricity sector.4 

Thus, part of the activities carried out until now by EDP Distribuição began to be carried 

out by EDP SC "because they are likely to create synergies to other EDP Group 

companies in the liberalized market" (EDP, 2005). This happened due to the fact that the 

restructuring of the energy sector, and consequent vertical disaggregation of the company, 

have led to the emergence of several companies with some similar tasks, arising from the 

need to create a single independent entity capable of providing these services, maximizing 

then the efficiency in terms of costs, ensuring the capture of operational synergies 

between the different business areas, enhancing then the growth of these. 

In this way, EDP SC is an independent entity from the legal point of view. EDP SC 

guarantees fairness to retailers and the management of information of a private nature. 

This type of information refers, for example, to information about a customer, obtained 

during the activity carried out on the regulated market, which, in a context of switching 

to the liberalized market (changes within the EDP Group), should only be used with the 

authorization of the customer. 

EDP SC is then a service provider with a platform of shared services (such as customer 

service, billing, complaints, systems, between others) through which it provides support 

to other companies in the group, EDP Distribuição, EDP Serviço Universal, EDP Gás 

and other external utilities (for example, Municipal Services of Water). It is organized to 

ensure cooperation between the remaining Group companies and to establish the "bridge" 

between them and the final consumer. 

In summary, EDP SC was created with the goal of providing services within EDP Group 

companies, acting as an intermediary between them and the final consumer, having 

                                                 
4 http://docplayer.com.br/2266317-EDP-solucoes-comerciais-a-perspectiva-do-cliente-business-
transformation-outsourcing-os-novos-modelos-de-outsourcing.html 
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available various service channels through which customers can contact EDP, requesting 

information, products and/or services5. 

  

                                                 
5 https://energia.EDP.pt/particulares/apoio-cliente/contactos/ 
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3 Literature review 

3.1 Strategy and Business models 

A liberalization process, like in this thesis topic, liberalization of the electricity sector, 

can be analysed that nowadays economy main concern is that is imperative to answer to 

the new demands of competitiveness, with essential requirements such as quality, 

flexibility, diversification and innovation. These essential requirements or demands, 

together with competition must answer to the high demand, which is increasingly 

demanding, uncertain and very varied.  

Analysing EDP’s history of years of investment in the construction of a national 

electricity network with capacity to cover the whole country, allied to the fact that the 

company was in fact monopolistic, has made the organization never feel the need to 

communicate with customers. Perhaps this lack of communication explains, to some 

extent, an image of silence or inefficiency of the company. Therefore, in this study the 

focus is in sales and communication with the customer with the help of value proposition 

canvas by customers perception. 

Before the liberalization of the electricity market, EDP’ offers were standard for all the 

consumers, which corresponds to Fordism model “a manufacturing philosophy that aims 

to achieve higher productivity by standardizing the output”6. This model was created in 

the era of the maximization of consumer ideas, so that diversification and flexibility of 

production systems were not required. However, markets have evolved and with them the 

management models able to attract them.  

So, with this changes on the electricity sector, there must be inevitably a space for 

innovation and the development of management techniques capable of responding to the 

needs of new demand patterns (diversified, personalized and uncertain), where advanced 

technologies play a vital role in providing enterprises with effective tools that enable them 

to respond quickly to rapid changes (flexibility). 

The plans used in any organization are very important because it will be the previously 

established strategy that will dictate the results and positioning of the organization in the 

                                                 
6 http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/Fordism.html 
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future. The strategy should be clear and the business model should be well-defined and 

appropriate to the pursuit of the organization's core business or core business idea. 

In this context, the strategic objectives to be achieved materialize the strategy and allow 

the execution of the business plan. 

3.1.1 Strategy 

In general, strategy is how the organization behaves to achieve the objectives set in a 

long-term logic, supporting a given competitive advantage. The definition of vision, 

mission and objectives of short-, medium- and long-term and the development of policies 

and programs to achieve these objectives are the necessary elements to develop a strategy. 

In a dynamic context, like the market where EDP is part of, the strategy should be 

constantly adapted to situations that are constantly changing. According to Welch (2001), 

business strategy is not so much about being able to predict something, but to be able to 

respond quickly to real changes when they occur. That is why strategy must be dynamic 

and capable of anticipation. 

To define an appropriate strategy, it is necessary to have what is termed "strategic 

reasoning" which allows to form a general plan based on the driving force of the business. 

On the other hand, for Robert (2004), the concept of business is based on a relation 

between the future vision for the company and the strategy pursued, therefore this author 

considers that the strategy is a description of the concept of business that the organization 

intends to implement. In addition, according to this author, the formulation of a strategic 

plan has three main phases. There is a preliminary phase, in the second phase the strategy 

is developed and in the third phase it is implemented. 

In the initial phase, described as preliminary phase, information about the organization 

should be collected from its employees, usually through a questionnaire. These responses 

will serve as inputs to the subsequent brainstorming sessions in which strategy and 

business ideas will be developed. 

Robert (2004) distributed the second phase, strategy development in five stages. 

In the first stage, the profile elements of the prospective organization are defined, 

such as the products to be produced and/or services to be provided, the segments of clients 

to be reached, among others. 
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The second stage involves defining the business model considering the value chain, the 

analysis of the resources available to the company and the distribution channels. At this 

stage, it is also defined the players in the "arena" of current business, that is, the business 

stakeholders, recognizing that they are inserted in a given market. 

In a third stage, a detailed analysis of the external environment and identification of what 

is the future "business arena". This requires identifying and analysing the main 

competitors, identifying future forms of competition and what are the competition rules 

relevant to the company. The business arena is also defined through a broad PEST 

(Political, Economic, Social and Technological) analysis, considering political, 

economic, social and technological factors, among others. 

Competition can be analysed through Porter's five-force framework which relates the 

level of competition in industry to the bargaining power of suppliers and customers on 

one hand, and on the other hand, competition from new substitute products or services 

and new competitors (Figure 8). 

In the fourth stage, the objective is to carry out the strategic diagnosis of a perspective 

organization, which implies defining its strengths and weaknesses, threats and 

opportunities - which embody the SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 

Threats) analysis. 

In the fifth stage of this phase, the objective will be to establish the strategy through the 

definition of the driving force, the business concept and the areas of excellence. 

In the third and final phase, the strategy is implemented and monitored according to the 

degree of achievement of the strategic objectives and the dimension/growth and 

return/profit guidelines. For this purpose, indicators such as the return on investment, the 

risk level of the project, the indicators of productivity, and others are considered. 

Then, in Figure 8, one of the examples cited above is shown, the model of Porter's 5 

forces, which, like all other models, considers and combines information about the 

company. 
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Figure 8. Porter's Five-force Framework (adaptation of Porter, 2001) 

This model considers the negotiating power of suppliers and customers, the threat of 

incoming new products / services and the entry of new competitors, relating them to the 

existing rivalry in the sector. 

3.1.2 Profile and strategic planning 

Strategic planning is the preparation and formal analysis of the future course for an 

organization (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). 

In fact, the implementation of the strategy implies a prior planning. In practical terms, 

this means identifying critical issues, identifying projects/initiatives for solving critical 

issues and pursuing strategic objectives, also prioritizing projects/initiatives, and planning 

projects/initiatives in general terms. The strategic objectives are pursued by ensuring a 

systematic behavior of the appropriate actions to ensure control of the process. In practice, 

these objectives are at the heart of the strategic plan (Robert, 2004). 

In most cases, the prioritization and selection of projects focuses on the analysis of project 

profitability. This is to evaluate the potential of the business model of the company. For 

this purpose, it is possible to use qualitative methods such as the Scoring Models. 
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Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) report that Scoring Models are based and produce 

qualitative indexes. The use of these models requires defining the different evaluation 

criteria, such as profit, customer loyalty, market share, increased sales volume, employee 

satisfaction, social responsibility, environmental responsibility, innovation, 

internationalization and image in the market. For each of the defined criteria, the weight 

(namely importance) that each will have in the final evaluation will be assigned, with the 

final evaluation index being a weighted average. The qualitative scale may be from 1 to 

5, with 1- very low; 2 - low; 3 - medium; 4 - high; 5 - Very high. On the other hand, it is 

necessary to define the criteria tables. Each of the criteria must be evaluated according to 

the qualitative scale defined and the criterion table, producing for each project a final 

score. 

However, there are other analytical techniques that can be used in strategic planning, 

including for example SWOT analysis, PEST analysis or STEER analysis (Sociocultural, 

technological, economic, ecological and regulatory factors). 

In synthesis, strategic planning should indicate which products to offer, which customers 

to serve, and in which markets to operate. 

 Strategic Innovation 

Strategic innovation combines innovation, strategy and business models, thus an 

innovation at the level of the business models. In a constantly evolving economy, 

innovation is not limited to innovation in products and processes, it is also necessary 

social and environmental innovation and above all innovation in the business model itself. 

Nowadays it is fundamental that new business ideas and new strategies emerge, that is, 

strategic innovation has been described as the fundamental reconstruction of business 

models and the reformulation of existing markets, changing somewhat the rules and the 

usual nature of the competition (Schlegelmilch et al. 2003). 

3.1.2.1.1 Means of Strategic Innovation 

According to Calia et al. (2007) a business model is “a statement of how a company will 

profit and sustain its profit stream over time”. According to Afonso et al. (2012), strategic 

innovation means designing new business models that seek to reach new customers, 

supported in new products or services, or new ways of doing business. A facilitator of 
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strategic innovation has been the development and diffusion of information and 

communication technologies. 

Therefore, it is possible to say that EDP to innovate strategically passes essentially by the 

renovation of its business models and not only by the incremental improvement in terms 

of products and processes. 

Markides (2006) argues that technology is extremely important for strategic innovation. 

This author also defends that over the last few years the emergence and development of 

information and communication technologies (ICT) has reduced transaction costs and 

accelerated the exploration of innovative solutions in various industries. Therefore, the 

viability of certain business models and the company's entire strategy are dependent on 

the functional state of the technology – not only the one that is available to the 

manufacturing line, but also the information and communication technologies that 

contribute to the efficiency of the business model. 

The overall strategy that an organization designs must consider all the important factors 

related to strategic planning to achieve a competitive position. Morris et al. (2005) 

claimed that the following questions should be considered: 

(1) How does the company create value (value proposition)? 

(2) For whom will the company create value (markets, customers and consumers)?  

(3) What is the internal source (strength) that confers (competitive) advantage to the 

company? 

(4) How will the company position itself in the market (strategy)?  

(5) How will the company generate revenues?  

(6) What are the objectives and expectations of the entrepreneur or entrepreneur(s)? 

Or in other words, to whom? what? and how? 

New needs of current or future customers (who) or dissatisfaction may represent or 

indicate a new product or service (what) and new forms of promotion, production, 

delivery or distribution of goods and/or services (existing or new) may result in a new 

business model (how?) (Hamel & Prahalad 1991). 

Strategic innovation in business models can result in new products and new ways of 

delivering products to the customer; that is represents new or different benefits to the 
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customer or products and services that have been adapted to meet the needs and 

expectations of specific segments of new consumers (Afonso & Vieira, 2012). However, 

disruptive strategic innovation par excellence is one that results in new and innovative 

business models. 

In a company where technology is the basis of the business, the innovative matrix will 

tend to withstand technological aspects. In a company where innovation is supported by 

a new “what”, it is expect something different to convince the customer. In companies 

looking to satisfy a new “who”, the opportunity may arise in a new segment of consumers 

looking for products the company can offer. 

3.1.2.1.2 Barriers to Strategic Innovation 

In addition to the most common obstacles related to innovation mentioned above, which 

arose mainly from technological, financial and human barriers, Markides (1998) 

distinguished that some resistance comes from within the company, highlighting four 

types of obstacles related to strategic innovation: inertia of success, uncertainty about 

what to change, uncertainty about new strategic positions and implementation challenges. 

Inertia of success means that strategic innovators must often monitor their strategic 

innovation process with the purpose to detect early signs of problems. In this sense, new 

challenges must be developed to stimulate the organization and keep it active. 

Uncertainty about what to change means that strategic innovators should avoid ever 

assuming their dominant thinking attitude, which often leaves new projects at an early 

stage. They need to compete so that they can question who their customers are and what 

they want, that is, institutionalize an attitude of questioning that allows them to know 

more concretely what customers would like to change, and thus not to be afraid of it. 

Uncertainty about new strategic positions means that companies, at some point, do not 

know if the idea will go well or what competencies are essential so that the goals are to 

be achieved successfully. Strategic innovators must bet on the quality of the various 

processes and products, and allow the external market to decide winners and losers. 

Implementation challenges mean that successful companies have specific organizational 

units to support strategic innovation and create a context that supports integration between 

different units within the enterprise. In managing the transition from the "old" to the 
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"new", the two systems can coexist, but gradually company allocates the necessary 

resources to the new, so that it grows to the detriment of the previous, that is, the change 

must be gradual but in the sense of setting the new model in full. For established 

companies, the challenge of organizational strategic innovation is the development of a 

culture that challenges current success by promoting experimentation. Strong leadership 

is essential to creating this culture. Markides (1998) defends that only companies 

struggling for self-renewal will be successful in the long run. 

 Resource-based view of the firm & Strategic Positioning 

The literature on competitive strategy tends to emphasize the strategic positioning in 

terms of the choice between cost and differentiation and between restricted and 

comprehensive market (Porter 1980); the consideration of organizational resources is 

taken as a fundamental premise in these choices. It is the organization's position, based 

on its resources, that allows it to pursue a certain strategic positioning in an industry 

(Grant 2010). 

An organization's position, based on its resources, can be defined as “the inventory of 

assets owned by it, through which it develops distinctive capabilities, which can (when 

used creatively) enable them to acquire competitive advantages and, consequently, the 

capital” (Penrose 1959). While the sources of organizational capabilities are resources, 

the sources of an organization's competitive advantage reside in its capabilities. (Bowman 

& Ambrosini 2000) 

According to the RBV theory, organizations seek to acquire resources (and capabilities) 

that are valuable and difficult to imitate. This search for differentiation is based on a 

process of developing distinctive capabilities and capabilities that can be described 

through the interconnection of the following concepts: organizational routines, resources, 

capabilities, core competencies, potential strategic impact, path-dependency (or 

acquisition-dependency) and degree of specificity (Andreu 1993). 

Routines are specific ways of doing something, which have been developed and learned 

by organizations, to the point that it has become almost automatic. 

Resources include all assets (tangible and intangible) owned or controlled by the 

organization that enable it to design and implement strategies that improve its efficiency 
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and effectiveness (Daft 1983). These can be classified into 3 categories: physical, human 

and organizational capital resources. Physical capital resources include the technology 

used in an organization, the facilities and equipment it has, its geographical location and 

access to raw materials; human capital resources include the training, experience, 

intelligence, relationships, and individual views of an organization's workers. 

Organizational capital resources include the organization's formal structure, its planning, 

control and coordination systems, as well as the informal relationships existing between 

the different groups of the organization and between the organization and its environment 

(Barney 1991). Not all physical, human, and organizational capital resources are 

strategically relevant. 

Organizational capacities can be understood as a set of combined resources and/or skills 

that are developed with the help of routines but can also contribute to the creation of these 

routines (Andreu 1993). 

The core competencies (also called core capabilities) are capabilities that strategically 

differentiate the organization. A core competency (that is, a capability that has a potential 

strategic impact) has some characteristics of its own: it is valuable, rare, imperfectly 

imitable, and has no strategically equivalent substitutes (Barney 1991; Bowman & 

Ambrosini 2000). 

A resource or core capability is said to be path-dependent (or acquisition-dependent) if 

the process through which the organization acquired it involved a significant degree of 

learning, implying changes in organizational knowledge, structure or culture (Andreu 

1993). Core capabilities typically exhibit a higher degree of path-dependency than 

resources. 

The degree of specificity of a resource or capability refers to inefficiency or 

ineffectiveness (of resource or capacity) when used for purposes other than those for 

which it was originally developed (Andreu 1993). The more specific the purpose of a 

component is, when it is utilised for other than originally intended, the more inefficient 

and ineffective will be the accomplishment of the task. For example, in case of EDP, a 

sales employee asked to install or fix an anomaly in the distribution of energy or energy 

consumption meter. Similar with path-dependency, core capabilities usually exhibit 

higher degrees of specificity than resources. 
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Andreu (1993) defended that when confronted with certain conditions in its competitive 

environment, the organization can identify gaps in its core competencies by initiating 

efforts to create new organizational routines or to acquire new learning skills. At a given 

point in time, the organization is characterized by the interrelated set of resources, 

capabilities, and organizational routines that it has at its disposal. Any of these 

components can have a potential strategic impact, both in their competitive context and 

in the mission of the organization. 

 

Figure 9. Resource-based view of sustained competitive advantage (Barney 1991: 112) 

The RBV model can be summarized in figure 9. It shows the relations between the 

assumptions of heterogeneity and the immobility of resources and the attributes that the 

resources will have to possess to enable them to acquire a sustained competitive 

advantage (value, rarity, imperfect imitability and substitution). It is said that an 

organization has a sustained competitive advantage when it implements a value creation 

strategy that is not simultaneously implemented by any of its current or potential 

competitors and when they are unable to replicate the benefits of that strategy (Barney 

1991). 

The underlying premise of the resource-based view of competitive advantage is that 

organizations' resources are heterogeneous and immobile. When strategic resources are 

evenly distributed across several organizations and are mobile or easy to acquire, it is not 

generally expected that sustained competitive advantages can be obtained from the use 

thereof. 
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However, not all resources have the potential to contribute to sustained competitive 

advantage. Andreu (1993) Barney (1991) agree that in order to have this potential 

strategic impact, a resource must have four attributes:  

a) Be valuable – to exploit opportunities and/or neutralize external threats; 

b) Be rare among current and potential competitors; 

c) Be imperfectly imitable; 

d) Cannot have valuable strategic substitutes that are not rare or imitable. 

If a given valuable resource is owned by multiple organizations, each one of them will 

have the ability to exploit the resource in the same way, thus implementing a common 

strategy that will not have any competitive advantage. Nonetheless, non-valuable and 

non-rare resources are important, especially in industries that are characterized by 

competitive parity conditions. Competitive parity conditions are situations in which none 

of the organizations competing in an industry obtains a competitive advantage (Barney, 

1991). 

Valuable and rare resources can only be sources of sustained competitive advantage if 

organizations that do not have them cannot obtain them. Organizational resources can be 

"imperfectly imitable" if at least one of three conditions are met:  

a) The organization's ability to obtain this resource depends on historical conditions;  

b) The link between an organization's resources and competitive advantage sustained 

is triggered by causal ambiguity; 

c) The resource that gives competitive advantage is socially complex. 

The last requirement for an organizational resource to be a source of sustained 

competitive advantage is that there are no equivalent (substitute) valuable resources that 

are themselves non-rare or imitable. Two valuable resources are strategically equivalent 

when both can be exploited separately to implement the same strategy. Although it is not 

possible for one organization to imitate the resources of another exactly, it may be able 

to find a similar resource (substitute) that allows to conceive and implement the strategy 

of the organization that has acquired a competitive advantage. 
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To sum up, having as irrefutable the chaos that currently affects the competitive 

environment that involves all organizations, the only way to survive will be to deal with 

change (reacting to change, anticipating it or even leading it). Organizations that are able 

to launch new products or change - in any way - the structure of the industry where they 

compete (ultimately leading the change) will be stronger; if they can only react to change 

(or anticipate it), organizations will have less chances of competitive success. Strategic 

positioning as defended by Porter (2011) attempts to achieve sustainable competitive 

advantage by keeping core unique capabilities (valuable) and by performing different 

activities than competitors or by performing similar activities in different ways. 

3.1.3 Business Model 

In any company strategy, there is a core base, business models. Osterwalder A. and 

Pigneur Y. (2010) argued the business model represents the way an organization creates, 

delivers, and captures value, that is, it defines how a company strategy delivers value to 

customers. The process of designing the business model is part of the definition of the 

strategy and aims essentially to obtain more profits. Over the years business models have 

become increasingly sophisticated because it should keep abreast of technological 

advances, increased competition and increasing consumer demand.  

Business managers should try to detect which business models are likely to become 

important for the development of the industry and should also focus on alliance 

management skills, namely to participate in the creation of new networks and coalitions 

to ensure the capture of value (Sabatier et al, 2012). 

Osterwalder A. and Pigneur Y. (2010) mentioned that there are several types of business 

models, for example, bricks-and-clicks or bait & hook. 

Bricks-and-clicks is a business model in which the company complements an offline 

presence (bricks) with an online channel (clicks). For example, when in a chain of stores 

the user can order the products online, but the order can be collected at a local store. 

On the other hand, the model of bait & hook is one of the best-known business model, it 

is to offer a base product at a low cost, where the organization may incur losses (the 

"bait") and obtain the revenues from the business with associated products or services 

(the "hook"). 
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As there are several different business conceptualizations, Osterwalder and Pigneur 

(2010) propose an approach to companies to design the business model - the Business 

Model Canvas. When it is discussed business models, it is important to ensure that all 

involved use a common language, which simultaneously facilitates understanding and is 

not simplistic. The Canvas is a tool that seeks to address these points (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10. Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder A. and Pigneur Y., 2010). 

This model is presented through a canvas, which is presented in two parts: the left side 

(efficiency block) and the right side (block of values) - that is the model parallels the 

human brain. This conceptualization covers the four main areas of a business: Customers, 

Offer (product or services), Infrastructure and Finance, and is presented through 9 blocks 

that seek to demonstrate the business logic inherent in an organization. 

When divided into blocks, the Business Model Canvas presents the fundamental elements 

that make up a business model, with the great objective of extracting value propositions 

that maximize the results of the project. This model is a very effective tool because from 

the value proposition describes, on the one hand, the customer segments, the distribution 

channels, the relationship with the customers, the revenue stream, and secondly, the key 

resources, the key activities, the key partnerships and the cost structure. 

When it comes to referring value propositions, the value proposition can be quantitative 

(for instance, price, speed of delivery) or qualitative (for example, design). These are 

elements that contribute to the creation of customer value, such as performance, 

customization, price, risk reduction and accessibility, among others. 
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Key activity can go through the production of certain products, solve problems or even 

work on a platform/network. Key resources can be physical, intellectual, human, or 

financial. Key partners can come across four types of partnerships, such as strategic 

alliances with competitors, strategic alliances with non-competitors, joint ventures, and 

customer relationships.  

Ways to generate revenue streams include the sale of goods, end-use, loan, licensing and 

advertising. There are various types of customer segments like mass market, niche 

market, segmented and diversified. The distribution channels go through five distinct 

phases: knowledge, evaluation, purchase, delivery and after-sales, respectively. 

Thus, the cost structure has as main classes the cost driven and the value driven having 

the characteristics fixed costs, variables, economies of scale and scope. 

Therefore, the Business Model Canvas can consist of a single framework that reveals 

itself as a strategic tool that contributes significantly and rapidly to the construction of 

new products, services or even business models (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010). 

The study in question will focus on two key areas of the value proposition canvas that 

will be discussed later. This canvas will be used, because this study focus on the key areas 

that were more affected by the market liberalization, such as, value proposition and 

customer segments. 

 Market segmentation and variables 

There is a common definition between different authors when talking about market 

segmentation. For example, Kotler and Armstrong (2016: 75) explain market 

segmentation as “dividing a market into distinct groups of buyers who have different 

needs, characteristics, or behaviours, and who might require separate products or 

marketing programs”. Kotler and Armstrong (2016: 75) also mention that every market 

has segments and that is of extreme importance for companies to understand the needs of 

each individual market segment. For instance, Johnson et al. (2008: 77) describe market 

segment as “a group of customers who have similar needs that are different from customer 

needs in other parts of the market.” 

Customers’ needs may differ for different reasons or factors. (Johnson et al. 2008.) In the 

Figure 11, it is possible to see some of the factors mentioned by Johnson et al. (2008: 77). 
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These authors also indicated some reasons for market segmentation at organizational 

markets level. However, in this paper the focus is on consumer markets. 

Type of Factor Consumer markets 

Characteristics of people 

Age, sex, race 

Income 

Family size 

Life-cycle stage 

Location 

Lifestyle 

Purchase/use situation 

Size of purchase 

Brand loyalty 

Purpose of use 

Purchasing behaviour 

Importance of purchase 

Choice criteria 

Users’ needs and preferences for 

product characteristics 

Product similarity 

Price preference 

Brand preferences 

Desired features 

Quality 

Figure 11. Adapted from “Some bases of market segmentation” (Johnson et al. 2008: 77.). 

Johnson et al. (2008:77) explain that in theory “any of these factors could be used to 

identify market segments”, yet, in practice these authors mention that it is vital to 

“consider which bases of segmentation are the most important ones in any market” (2008: 

77). On the other hand, Kotler and Armstrong (2016: 75) explain that variables of market 

segments may vary based on geographic, demographic, psychographic, and behavioural 

factors. 

Demographic Factors 

Kotler and Armstrong (2016: 224) argue that demographic factors are the most important 

variables for any company when segmenting customer groups. These authors defend their 

argument by mentioning two reasons, first is that “consumer’s needs, wants, and usage 

rates often vary closely with demographic variables” and second reason is that 

“demographic variables are easier to measure than most other types of variables” (2016: 

224). These demographic variables consist of dividing the market into groups based on 
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such as age, gender family size, income, occupation, education, religion, ethnicity and 

generation. (Kotler & Armstrong, 2016: 224.)  

Geographic Factors 

Kotler and Armstrong (2016: 223) outline that a company can choose in how many 

geographical areas it wants to operate, but it must take into consideration the different 

needs and wants of each geographical location. Geographic segmentation is made 

according geographic criteria’s – nations, states, regions, countries, cities, and languages, 

among others. (Kotler & Armstrong, 2016: 223-224.) 

Psychographic Factors 

The concept of psychographic segmentation can be defined as “dividing a market into 

different segments based on social class, lifestyle, or personality characteristics” (Kotler 

& Armstrong, 2016: 226). Individuals in the same demographic segment can have varied 

psychographic characteristics. (2016: 226.) 

Behavioural Factors 

Kotler and Armstrong (2016: 228) explain that segments can be divided as well as based 

on consumer knowledge, attitudes, uses, or responses to a product, which they define it 

as behavioural segmentation.  

 Value Proposition Canvas 

The Value Proposition Canvas is a strategy development tool that explores more deeply 

two of the different core blocks of the Business Model Canvas, which are customer 

segments and value proposition. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010; 2014.)  
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Figure 12. Value Proposition Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010; 2014). 

Value Proposition Canvas (Figure 12) helps a company to understand the client’s world 

and how the product or service answers to the needs of the niche. This tool helps to 

confirm whether the ideal solution is delivered to the customers in order to solve the 

problem that they are experiencing. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010; 2014) also define 

this canvas as a “strategic management tool to design, test, build, and manage products 

and services and that fully integrates with the Business Model Canvas”. 

3.1.3.2.1 Customer Segment block 

On the customer segment block from the Value Proposition Canvas, Osterwalder and 

Pigneur (2014) describes it as customer segment profile or where it is possible to observe 

everything about customers’ characteristics that are present in the market. This block is 

separated into three sub-divisions, which are: 

 Customer jobs – jobs or important tasks that the customers are trying to perform 

or complete in their work or their life, or even needs that they are trying to satisfy. 

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014) admit that jobs can have a functional, social or 

emotional intent. Some jobs might be crucial or might be insignificant to the 

customer; 

 Pains – outlines the negative aspects that the customers hate or would like to 

avoid, before or during the task that they are trying to accomplish, this could be 
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undesired costs, negative emotions, obstacles or risks. Osterwalder and Pigneur 

(2014) mention in their work that some customer pain might be severe or light; 

 Gains – this sub-division describes the positive outcomes and benefits which the 

customer would like to have, expect, desire or would be surprised by. This gains 

could be as functional utilities, social gains, positive emotions or cost savings. 

Gains vary, for example, some outcomes or benefits might be more relevant to 

some customers than others. 

3.1.3.2.2 Value Proposition block 

Value proposition is a business or marketing statement that summarizes why a consumer 

should buy a product, use a service or features if web related. This statement should 

convince a potential consumer that one particular product or service will add more value 

or better solve a problem than other similar offerings. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014) 

describe this value proposition map as where it is designed to address or answer the 

customer most important jobs, pains and gains. This map, like customer segment, it is 

composed by three sub-divisions: 

 Products & services – Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014) explain this sub-division 

as bundle of products or services that value proposition is built around. Same way 

than in customer segments, this subdivision tends to answer to functional, social 

or emotional jobs that describe the customer jobs. The authors also emphasize 

that these products and services are not able to create value by themselves, only 

in association with the customer segment, or in other words, products or services 

only create value if they answer the needs of the customer. 

 Pain relievers – Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014) describe these pain relievers as a 

way that the company intends to alleviate customer pains with their products or 

services. These pain relievers can be aimed to reduce or eliminate the pain of the 

customer before, during, or after he/she has their task completed. 

 Gain creators – Describes the positive outcomes or benefits the products or 

services create for customers. 
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 Relation between Customer Segments and Value Proposition 

Value proposition block tends to answer to the customer segments’ sub-divisions 

described above. When a company has answered to the sub-divisions of customer 

segments, company has achieved a fit. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014) describe fit as a 

link between what customer needs and what company offers. However, in practice, 

authors admit that the fit is hard to find and maintain. This link exists when the company 

addresses or answers to the important jobs, eases pain and creates gains that customers 

are interested in. Customers can have different pains and gains desired, however company 

must focus on the most important ones, since it is impossible to answer them all. 

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014) defend that fit occurs in three stages, first stage is called 

problem-solution fit, second stage is called product-market fit and finally third stage is 

called business model fit. These authors define problem-solution fit when a company as 

identified on paper relevant customer jobs, pains and gains and believes that can answer 

them with their value proposition map. (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2014: 48-60.) Product-

market fit is explained as when customers positively react to company’ value proposition 

and gets traction in the market. (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2014: 48-60.) Finally, the third 

stage business model fit is when the company’ value proposition is scalable and 

profitable. (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2014: 48-60.) 

3.1.4 Business Model Innovation 

Authors like Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) affirm the importance of Business Model 

innovation, although they emphasize that this should hardly be considered as recent, since 

when the founders of the Diners Club introduced the credit card in 1950, they were 

practice at the level of the business model. The same was true for Xerox when it 

introduced photocopier leasing and pay per copy in 1959 (2010: 1-15). The innovation of 

the business model results in the creation of value for companies, consumers and society 

from new forms and business logic. In practice, it is about replacing outdated models. For 

example, Skype has brought cost-effective calling rates and free calls between devices 

equipped with Skype through an innovative business model. Nowadays, it is considered 

the world's largest operator of international voice traffic (2010: 1-15). 

Finally, for Chesbrough (2003), Business Model Innovation is an important and up till 

now very difficult factor due to the conflict and tension between the established business 
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model for the existing technology and the one that will need to be adopted for 

conveniently explore the emerging technology (disruptive). Companies must adopt an 

effective attitude towards the experimentation of the business model. Some modelling 

experiments will fail, but this will allow the company to understand new approaches, 

within acceptable limits of loss. With discovery-oriented planning, companies can model 

uncertainties and obtain new data and financial projections in their experiences. 

Organizations should identify the internal leaders to change the business model to oversee 

the results of these processes and provide a better new business model for the company. 

The culture of the organization must find ways to embrace the new model while 

maintaining the effectiveness of the current business model until the new one is ready to 

take over completely. Only by doing this help companies can escape the "trap" of their 

previous business models and relaunch growth and profits. Also for Frenz and Lambert 

(2012), business model innovation shows combinations of changes in business 

management and strategy, including new sales and new distribution methods, which can 

be considered as non-technological innovation. 

 Value Innovation 

As mentioned previously, an innovation is imperative for organizations that seek to 

achieve and maintain market positioning, however, competition challenges arise and 

consumers demand from companies a new meaning for innovation (Hübler & Pereira 

2005).  

As for Andres et al. (2008), whenever one speaks of innovation, the idea comes to mind 

that it is intrinsically linked to technology, but it is not. The innovation may be linked to 

the strategic movements, called by Kim and Mauborgne of value innovation, which add 

great leaps in value, both for the organization and for the customers, which makes the 

consumers have another perception of the products, services and deliveries offered. Value 

innovation seeks another direction for innovation, it places the same emphasis on 

innovation and value at the same time, since both have the same importance. High growth 

organizations pay little attention to reaching or overcoming their competitors; they seek 

to make competition irrelevant through the strategic logic of Value Innovation (Kim & 

Mauborgne 1997). 
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For many, when talking about innovation, the idea of innovation is directly associated 

with being something that involves technology. The sense of value innovation is much 

broader. 

Value innovation gives equal emphasis to value and innovation. Value without innovation 

tends to focus on the creation of value on an experimental scale, something that increases 

value but is not enough to stand out in the market. Valueless innovation tends to be driven 

by technology, fostering pioneering or futurisms that may lie beyond what buyers are 

willing to accept and buy (Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 13). Value innovation is a new way 

of thinking about the execution of the strategy, which results in the creation of a new 

market space and a break with competition (Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 13). It is very 

common for organizations to opt for strategies that end up giving value to their clients; 

they choose to gain leadership through differentiation or low cost. For Kim and 

Maugborne (2005), to create blue oceans, namely, to create new markets and create non-

competitive environments, it is necessary to pursue differentiation and low cost at the 

same time. 

The implementation of this strategy can be seen in those organizations that are market 

leaders and are far from their competitors, making them find it difficult to copy their 

business models. Most of the time, these rivals end up just copying some of their value 

attributes. To be able to implement the blue ocean strategy, it is necessary to use some 

analytical tools and models to monitor and make the appropriate decisions to implement 

value innovation, such as strategy canvas, the Eliminate-Reduce-Raise-Create Grid, and 

the Four Actions Framework.  

In this context, some organizations thrive by leveraging opportunities, while others see 

their profit margins dwindling despite the efforts to keep up with current competition 

practices. Some companies go into irreversible decline, while others grow exponentially 

generating wealth and prosperity for society. 

3.1.4.1.1 Value Curve & Blue Ocean Strategy 

Value curve, also called a strategic profile (Rabetino 2013.), is a basic component of the 

strategy canvas, and can be illustrated through graphic (Figure 13) that captures a 

company’s relative performance across the key competitive factors of an industry 

including price. (Rabetino 2013: 46; Kim & Mauborgne 1997; 2005: 25-27.)  
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The Value Curve is a powerful tool in the creation of new market spaces (Kim & 

Mauborgne 1999). As a tool, the Value Curve allows managers to visualize the 

differences of the attributes proposed by the market and the characteristics coming from 

the value evaluation matrix. At this point it is possible to perceive those characteristics 

that are important to the most important customer of the value chain (Aiman-Smith et al. 

2005). 

It is worth emphasizing here that another interesting exercise to be done to search for 

value innovation would be the exercise of visualizing the organization's current strategy, 

which would highlight the characteristics of value that the organization uses contrasted 

with the attributes of the competition and those that can be created by the organization. 

This exercise challenges the middle and upper management of organizations to create a 

great breakthrough in value for their business. The great contribution of use of the tools 

mentioned earlier, lies in the fact that they end up explaining how organizations can reach 

the blue ocean scenario through the evaluation of these attributes. But for this to happen, 

it is necessary for the organization to have a culture organizational structure based on 

Knowledge Management, since the implementation of value innovation is not an easy 

task. In a study carried out by Carvalho et al. (2009), it was possible to verify that the 

organization object of the case study, found difficulty in eliminating attributes regularly 

offered by the market and creating attributes not yet offered by the market in which it was 

inserted. 

Such scenario forces the professionals involved in this mission to generate innovation of 

value, enter with the mind of a beginner, and forget everything they know about the rules, 

practices, and traditions in the industry and use such tools (Kim & Mauborgne 1997). 

The use of these tools allows a great intellectual and creative exercise, allowing its users 

to think differently and to question old and consecrated ways to idealize and execute the 

strategies linked to the business. 

A unique and exceptional value curve has focus, divergence as well as a compelling 

tagline. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 37.) Kim and Mauborgne (2005: 37-38) consider that 

a company has focus if its efforts are not across all the key competitive factors of 

competition; company has divergence if looking across alternatives and not 

benchmarking competitors (2005: 37.); and finally, a company has compelling tagline if 
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its strategic profile is clear. (2005:37.) Without these qualities, a company’s strategy will 

likely be muddled, undifferentiated, and hard to communicate with a high cost structure 

(Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 37). 

Strategy canvas (Figure 13) is a diagnostic and an action framework for building a 

compelling blue ocean strategy (Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 27).  

Blue ocean strategy is when a company creates uncontested market space, making the 

competition irrelevant by creating and capturing new demand. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005.)  

Different authors mention two different ways to create a blue ocean strategy. One way is 

to revalue the key competing factors on the curve, for example decide to invest on 

production to achieve lower prices in comparison with competitors. Other way is by 

adding a new key competing factor in the value curve, something that the competitors do 

not have or offer to the consumer. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005.) 

 

Figure 13. Strategy Canvas (Kim & Mauborgne 2016). 

Strategy canvas is organized into two axes. Horizontal axis (Competing Factors) which 

capture the factors where the industry competes and is investing, in addition with what 

are the competitors investing. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 25.) Vertical axis shows the 

offering level that buyers receive across all these key competing factors, ranges from low 

to high (Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 27).  

Kim and Mauborgne (2005: 83) claim that drawing strategy canvas is not always easy. 

Additionally, defining what are the key competing features or elements that define the 

product or service is difficult. (2005: 83.) Another struggle mentioned by Kim and 

Mauborgne is that assessing to what level the company and its competitors offer the 

various competitive factors is difficult and the reason for this is that managers normally 
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recognize only few competing factors level of the competitors depending what are their 

responsibilities (Kim & Mauborgne 2005: 83). 

3.2 Role of customers’ perceptions 

Robbins (2009, 104-130) defines perception as the process by which an individual selects, 

organizes, and interprets information to give meaning to the world. The way an individual 

perceives things around himself is very variable according to his past experiences, beliefs, 

attitudes, values and personalities. As he gains greater knowledge and experience, his 

internal cognitive structure as acquires greater knowledge and experience, his internal 

cognitive structure is also changing. Perception will also vary according to the needs of 

individuals. 

A family still on regulated market of the electricity sector may be more attentive and 

notice more intensively the commercials of energy providers on liberalized market until 

their need has been satisfied. A buyer who is in the information gathering phase in the 

buying process will notice the commercials more of the types of products or services that 

they are interested in buying. 

Knowing how consumers perceive the products of companies has been the subject of 

concern of many marketing managers (Kotler et al. 2009). Knowing the characteristics of 

the segment and main values and attitudes prevailing in the chosen segment, it is possible 

to adapt promotional strategies in a way that reaches the target consumers and that the 

product is properly perceived. 

From the customer's point of view, the consequences of the consumption of an offer are 

not limited to the performance of the practice itself, expanding to other domains of life, 

revealing a larger and more significant nature of the value generated, namely at the level 

of performance of other roles and other dimensions such as physical and mental balance 

and savings. These consequences reveal functional and emotional aspects. Finally, in their 

determination of value, clients reveal significant personal and emotional life goals in 

terms of the well-being, satisfaction, recognition, and emotions that underlie the feelings 

and emotional assessments attributed to the offer and their preference in competition. 
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3.3 Framework of the study 

As a framework for this study a figure based on literature is presented below. Figure 14 

compares EDP’s structure working in a monopolistic market and EDP’s structure in 

liberalized market.  

 

Figure 14. Framework of study. 

As it can be seen, after the market liberalization EDP separated into two business units, 

which are called as EDP Group and EDP Comercial. EDP in monopolistic market had 

sales department, where sales were generalised, not having preoccupation with 

customers’ needs and it was seen as an equal department compared with production, 

transmission and distribution. However, after the start of the process of liberalization of 

the market, some major changes occurred. On the right side of the framework, EDP in 

liberalized market is shown. To establish fairness on the market, EDP was forced to 

change its organizational structure by ERSE as mentioned before in chapter 2. Therefore, 

sales on the liberalized market were separated from EDP Group’s departments into its 
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own legal business unit, which is represented as EDP Comercial (EDP SC), leaving the 

EDP Group with departments of production, transmission and distribution as another 

entity. However, it is still possible to stay on regulated market electricity supplier until 

2020, it was legalized the existence of EDP Serviço Universal for clients that still have 

not chosen their supplier on the liberalized market. 

In the scope of the liberalization of the Portuguese Electricity sector and its regulations, 

EDP Comercial was created. With this changes on the structure of the company and 

market, there must be inevitably a space for innovation starting with its strategy and 

sequential areas that are supporting and interlinked, such as, strategic repositioning, with 

resource-based view, business model innovation and consequently value proposition 

innovation. The new value proposition canvas information was analysed in terms of what 

changed in customers’ perception. 

The objective of this research is to analyse in customer perception the value proposition 

canvas in use by EDP Comercial with the purpose of attracting customers in a liberalized 

market and from the regulated market, which is shown in the picture by value proposition 

and customer segment. The intersection of value proposition and customer segment result 

in an optimal fit for EDP Comercial case.  
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Research design 

Being the goal of this thesis to understand the changes that occurred on the value 

proposition canvas of an ex-monopolistic company due to market liberalization, it is 

possible to assume that the most suitable way to identify these changes is by using 

descripto-explanatory studies. Descriptive research is defined as a study design that 

enables an “accurate profile of persons, events or situations” (Robson 2002: 59). 

Descriptive research can be an extension of exploratory research, or as in this study, an 

extension of explanatory research. When doing this sort of research, it is important to 

have a clear picture of the phenomena and the environment before the collection of the 

data. In this study, the clear picture of the phenomena and the environment is described 

in the chapter 2. Additionally, when this research has the goal of explaining changes 

occurred on the strategic repositioning of the company by using description, in this case 

changes at value proposition, it is known as descripto-explanatory studies. (Saunders et 

al. 2009: 140.)  

4.2 Research strategy & Data collection 

In this thesis, a single case study was implemented, because there is no available 

comparison in Portugal for this unique kind of case. Case study can be defined as “a 

strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a particular 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context using multiple sources of 

evidence” (Robson 2002: 178). Single case study may be allowed in this topic because of 

its uniqueness and the lack of research on the topic as mentioned before. Saunders et al. 

(2009: 146) emphasized the importance of explaining the actual case when using single 

case study (Chapter 2).  

Even though, this study has in analyze a single company, it is important to emphasize that 

the data collection technique used for this research was qualitative semi-structured 

interviews to customers and secondary data available online through journals, articles and 

company webpage in the direction of obtaining the information that answers the research 

question of this thesis. Qualitative can be defined “predominantly as a synonym for any 

data collection technique (such as an interview) or data analysis procedure (such as 

categorizing data) that generates or use non-numerical data” (Saunders et al. 2009: 151). 
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Semi-structured interviews are a data collection technique that follow a theme, in this 

case, changes on value proposition canvas, and uses questions that may vary from 

interview to interview, these questions can vary in order or existence depending on the 

flow of the conversation.  (Saunders et al. 2009: 320.)  

With sudden unavailability of EDP Comercial, the new target group of these semi-

structured interviews are families that are clients of the company in case, research 

question was adapted into families’ perception of changes in the strategy and value 

proposition of EDP Comercial. Subsequently, the data gathered during these semi-

structured interviews are expected to reveal “what” changes have these clients felt or 

noticed related to the value proposition canvas and “how” does it affect, but perhaps with 

the addition information of “why” did it change, linking it with the chapter 3. 

Families chosen were selected by experience in liberalized market, interest on seeking 

information of potential suppliers for energy providers and availability to participate by 

long-distance interviews. Interviewees 1 - 3, 5, 6 and 8 were in liberalized market at time 

of interview, interviewee 7 had two houses one was in liberalized market, other still on 

regulated market. Interviewee 4 was on regulated market at the time of interview. 

4.3 Data Analysis 

In this research, a deductive approach was utilized, which means existing theory was used 

to shape the approach to the research process and to aspects of data analysis. (Saunders 

2009: 489) 

As mentioned in previous topic, the primary data was collected by semi-structured 

interviews. The interviews were recorded and initial notes were taken to provide a 

constant analysis during the process of data analysis and afterwards shortly transcript.  

The data collected was analyzed with categorization techniques, to support interpretation 

of the data, these categories were developed from the literature review, being then 

considered deriving categories. Saunders (2009: 492) defines deriving categories as 

categories that are derived from theoretical framework. Whilst going through the data, 

simple coding was used, meaning making notes to proceed with the categorization. 

These semi-structured interviews had five questions with some having sub-questions that 

can be seen at Appendix 8.6. Each question was linked to different but connected themes 
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of the literature review of thesis and categorized as such. The categories and sub-

categories are: 

 Energy Solution – This theme has as purpose to help to understand what is an 

Energy solution in customer perception, what do these customers search from 

suppliers or basic needs to be satisfied; 

  Customer Jobs & differences within EDP – Intention to identify jobs and 

important needs that customers are trying to satisfy; 

 Market alternatives – To understand what are the customer perceptions of 

supplier alternatives; 

o Customer Pains – A sub-theme of market alternatives, customer pains is 

one of the sub-divisions of customer block from value proposition canvas 

defended by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014), this question aims to 

facilitate the understanding of problems of EDP Comercial and within the 

market; 

o Pain relievers – Parallel to previous sub-theme, pain relivers is a sub-

division of value proposition block. In this question answers, it is expected 

to provide information of solutions already provided by EDP Comercial 

if it is the case and solutions to some market general problems in 

customers’ eyes. 

 Gain creators & Customer Gain – This question was planned to understand the 

reasons of EDP Comercial’ success after the results of the study of the Portuguese 

Electricity Sector and its value chain; 

o EDP distinctiveness? – Connected with blue ocean and resource-based 

view of the firm literature and earlier question, this question was meant to 

understand what makes EDP Comercial unique and successful. 

 Customer relationship and feedback – How much does EDP Comercial values 

customer relationship and its feedback. 
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After analysis of interviewees’ answers, it was possible to combine the keywords related 

to each one of the value proposition canvas blocks and sub-blocks. This combination of 

keywords allowed the design of the new value proposition of EDP Comercial in customer 

perception. In addition to the value proposition canvas it was possible to create a Value 

Curve to understand value proposition in a graphic matter with comparison with two main 

competitors and EDP Serviço Universal that is still on regulated market. In addition to 

previous literature themes, and to link with the research question of this thesis, the main 

concern of companies presented on the liberalized electricity sector is that it is imperative 

to answer to the new demands of competitiveness, with essential requirements such as 

quality, flexibility, diversification and innovation, for that reason it was compared EDP 

Serviço Universal and EDP Comercial. 

Secondary data available online through journals, articles and company webpage was 

used to support and confirm the findings of the primary data, as well as, providing 

additional information for the categories. 

4.4 Reliability and validity 

In methodical literature, the reliability of the research methods is usually dealt with in the 

concepts of validity and reliability and, on this basis, the evaluation of the reliability of 

the thesis is started by first examining these two concepts. 

Validity means evaluating whether the study has ultimately investigated what has been 

promised. Reliability is used to evaluate the repeatability of the research results. 

(Saunders et al. 2009: 156-157; Golafshani 2003) 

The validity of the thesis can be considered good because the thesis corresponds to the 

problem of research defined at the beginning of the thesis. The reliability of the thesis is 

supported by the unambiguous, step-by-step explanation of the thesis analysis process 

and the theoretical framework. To increase the internal validity (Zohrabi 2013: 258), after 

the analysis of the interviews the results were returned to the participants, member checks.  

This increases the internal validity, since the participants could confirm that the 

investigator's interpretations actually reflect their experiences, ideas and feelings. In this 

way, the plausibility and truthfulness of the information can be recognized and supported 

(Zohrabi 2013: 258). 
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Over time, validity will become weaker when the webpages for which the material was 

acquired are likely to change or disappear, and the placement of the search material 

through the search engine will change among the search result results. (Riege 2003: 81) 

Although qualitative research has an associated dose of subjectivity, the researcher must 

be able to support their interpretation in the data and share the evidence through 

description of methodology, analysis and interpretation (Auerbach & Silverstein 2003). 

The interpretation was then supported by empirical evidence, namely through the 

presentation of excerpts of text, images and triangulation of data that represent different 

perspectives of participants and phenomena, thus providing a deeper insight into 

reality(s). With this performance, it is believed that it is possible to provide the reader and 

other researchers with evidence to help them understand how the interpretation has been 

developed and the results achieved and, if wished, can also perform their own 

interpretation. 

The research process has carefully followed the course of the methods through source 

literature. Research questions have been attempted to express as unequivocally as 

possible. The accuracy of the study may be reduced by the fact that the processing and 

analysis of the material was done manually. On the other hand, this can improve the 

results, as the analytical software may also have adverse effects on the research process. 

(Riege 2003: 81-82.) The precision of the study and therefore the certainty are also limited 

by the inexperience and the strictly limited time to complete the thesis.   
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5 Findings 

After analysis of the responses from eight interviewees, it was possible to combine with 

previous review of the relevant literature.  

5.1 Energy Solution 

Related to value proposition canvas and sub-divisions of products & services it was 

pursuit what are in the interviewees opinion an energy solution and what do they search 

from suppliers.  

“In general, the concept of solution whatever the situation may be is to find something, a 

strategy, a tool, set of instruments that allows to solve a problem” (Voluntary participant 

3) Linked to the topic voluntary participant 1 answers that “as an energy solution I want 

to have my basic goods, I want to have the electricity and gas supply, and whenever I 

have a problem things will be resolved quickly... For example, if I have an electricity 

supply problem, I want to have a company that has the ability to solve this problem 

quickly, in a timely manner. At the invoicing level, all of them work in the same way…” 

Voluntary participants 4 and 8 similar to other participants agrees that without this service 

of economic nature or SIEG it is “not possible to survive fully”.  

5.2 Customer Jobs & differences within EDP at regulated and liberalized market 

It is possible to mention that to these interviewees’ customer jobs, a sub-division of 

customer segment block, having energy is a crucial need that companies must satisfy. In 

addition to this crucial need, it was important for some interviewees the option of having 

gas and energy from the same supplier, which was not available on regulated market. 

Additionally, interviewees when asked what were their expectations of EDP at liberalized 

market with EDP Comercial answer was common, variety and flexible package options, 

more contact choices for information or technical support, simpler and more informative 

and colourful invoice and better customer service (Voluntary participants 1-3 & 5-8).  

EDP Comercial’ value proposition on the liberalized market when compared to regulated 

market has the difference that there is 4 different energy packages (EDP Comercial 

2017a), for example, package of gas and energy is now offered with choices of cost of 

energy consumption during different times of the day or days packages, as well as, sixteen 
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different support package (EDP Comercial 2017b), for example “Pacote Funciona” 

which is a technical assistance package up to € 600 per year in repairs (travel, labour and 

25% of the value of the parts) by paying a minimum monthly fee. (EDP Comercial 2017c; 

& Interviewees 2-4). 

Interviewees 2 and 3 consider that EDP Comercial gives “more value to customers, not 

just a number” when compared to monopolized market. Interviewees 5-7 defend that 

prices of EDP Comercial are similar, if not the same as competitors’ prices on liberalized 

market. 

5.3 Market alternatives 

When evaluating alternative energy suppliers, interviewee 2 believed that “EDP 

Comercial creates, others run after”, in addition interviewee 3 had confidence that EDP 

Comercial is pioneer and practices marketing in a more aggressive manner. Interviewee 

3 agrees that there are more alternatives on market, but there is lack of interest and 

convenience by families to research about them, localization of alternative supplier’s 

offices, “easier on big cities…”, “…without internet there is no real information on tv 

where to find offices or what to do”, “… EDP has more aggressive webpage, more 

colourful, more alive…”.  

Interviewee 8 argued that the being national company is a deal breaker and had no interest 

on searching information about other suppliers, and “… I have no computer at home or 

understand anything about it, only know what people say or see in the news…” 

Interviewee 1 defends that alternative suppliers of energy have low technical support and 

offers are not interesting on long-term. This comment was later confirmed by interview 

2 results by client experience “I was client earlier of Galp and later GoldEnergy, … got 

issues and technical support was bad, long time waiting… was a whole weekend without 

energy… and in the end, they were much more expensive than EDP Comercial, so I went 

back to EDP Comercial… and I won’t change anymore!”. Interviewees 5 and 8 

mentioned that EDP Comercial has slightly lower price when compared to competitors, 

is a well-known brand, national, safe and trustable and “lazy to search information about 

other suppliers”, confirming then interviewee 3’ opinion. 
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Though, interviewees 4, 5 and 8 admit that had no information about alternative suppliers 

on market. Interviewees 4 and 5 mentioned that when contacted by these the commercial 

sellers were too aggressive so preferred to hang up the call. Interviewee 5 changed to 

EDP Comercial after receiving aggressive calls from alternative suppliers.  

Interviewees also argued that EDP Comercial has already a structured sales organization, 

such as offices located in important areas, and lack of offices of competitors. One of 

interviewees admits that there was lack of offices on the country side, “…you rarely see 

an office that is not EDP, I searched days before I manage to find the one I needed from 

an alternative supplier, YLCE…”. 

5.3.1 Customer pains 

Continuing with previous sub-chapter, it is possible to connect to one of the sub-divisions 

of customer block from value proposition canvas defended by Osterwalder and Pigneur 

(2014), pains. Interviewees mentioned aggressive customer support from alternative 

suppliers from the liberalized market. On the other hand, interviewee 1,2 and 4 to 7 all 

agreed that customer support by EDP was always friendly and fast problem solving. In 

exception, from this research, interviewee 3 reported lack of responsibility, transparency 

about one of their services, Pacote Funciona. This voluntary participant argued that 

technicians were not professional and ended breaking interviewee’ home energy box. 

EDP Comercial refused to take responsibility from further costs and problems. 

Furthermore, other general problems on Portuguese Energy market were mentioned 

during research, such as: 

 ease of information, based mainly online, aged country and low knowledge in 

computer usage, where “54% of 25–64 years old still have not completed more 

than lower secondary education – whereas the EU average is 23%.” (Sievert S., 

Neubecker N. & Klingholz R. 2017); 

 Unobtrusive contracting methods of technical assistance services; 

 Lack of clarity in the clauses of the contract, unreadable small letters; 

 Transfer of responsibility from one company to another (EDP Distribuição and 

EDP Comercial); 
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 Laws and market rules interpretation by companies (for example, Audio-visual 

taxation law); 

 Expensive – high-price than on regulated market and various non-related to the 

service costs; (Eurostat 2017)  

 Recurring billing issues; 

 Service quality and transparency; 

 ERSE transparency; 

 Gas installation; 

 Energy suppliers office location; 

 Energy VAT (23%) to energy consumption cost plus 6% to other non-related 

energy consumption, for example audio-visual contribution. 

In addition to the problems mentioned earlier, interviewee 7 spoke about the invoice 

where there is a graphic missing that regulated market still has and believes it is important 

to continue to have, “I think that in EDP Comercial the invoice is very beautiful from a 

graphic point of view, but it does not give us the view of the development of consumption, 

of our consumption over the months. And EDP once had a chart showing this.”. Along 

with earlier problems interviewees 1 and 5 defended that EDP Comercial has lower price 

by kilowatt consumption when compared to other suppliers on the market. These 

interviewees argued that a production company EDP Produção should not participate on 

liberalized market through EDP Comercial, that there is lack of transparency between 

these two companies.  

5.3.2 Pain relievers 

Related to pain relievers of value proposition block and with customer pains previously 

sub-chapter 5.4. These pain relievers can be aimed to reduce or eliminate the pain of the 

customer before, during, or after he/she has their task completed. (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 

2014) Interviewees were asked what do they think can be a solution to few of the 

problems mentioned, not just market in general problems but also EDP Comercial’ side. 
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Interviewee 1, 3 and 4 defend that information sharing about market could be solved by 

more door-to-door contact to clarify families misunderstands, explain the advantages of 

changing to liberalized market, which could mean in extra investments in informative 

campaigns made by companies. Even though interviewees mention that EDP Comercial 

webpage is clear, simple, informative and colourful, they feel that is necessary more 

personal contact than just online based. 

Solution related to high prices by kilowatt consumption interviewees agreed that there 

should be transparency of ERSE since prices have been growing since the market open 

to competition, price of 0.1562 cents per kilowatt in second half of 2007 increased to 

0.2298 cents on second half of 2016 for household consumers in Portugal with all taxes 

and levies included. These average prices are higher when compared to average in 

European Union-28 of 0.2054 cents. (Eurostat 2017) However, it is important to 

emphasize that without all taxes and levies consumption price does not differ much 

between second half of 2007 and second half of 2016, respectively 0.1206 and 0.1211 

cents per kilowatt. (Eurostat, 2017) The reason for such a difference between 2007 and 

2016 when analysing average prices with all taxes and levies included was the changes 

in VAT for energy consumption set by Government in 2011, increase from 6% to 23%. 

(Dinheiro Vivo 2011)  

Due to this increase interviewees defend that a price and VAT ceiling set by European 

Union could solve these issues. Investopedia (2017) explain price ceiling as the maximum 

price a seller is allowed to charge for a product or service (Investopedia 2017).  

Related to service and sales contact quality problem interviewees all agreed that could 

just be improved by more and better training. Interviewee 7 said that in case of EDP 

(Comercial & Serviço Universal) should listen more the client, “there is search to keep 

the client, however, afterwards client is just a number, there is too much passivity on the 

part of the company”. 

5.4 Gains creators & customer gain 

This sub-chapter summons what interviewees see as reasons of success from EDP 

Comercial when compared with alternative suppliers on the liberalized market which can 

be connected to gain creators and customer gains.  
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Interviewee 1 defended that some suppliers have more success than others due to 

contacting the customer quickly, “less informed families’ resistant to change to other 

company that is not EDP”. Additionally, interviewee 3-8 mentioned the aged country and 

low knowledge in computer usage. Interviewee 4 complement that families know the 

brand and trust it, “it is safe to go for the known one when dealing with SIEG and reluctant 

to change the provider”.  According to interviewee 7 personal observation, other suppliers 

“have weak marketing campaigns’…aggressive sales personal…” and “…lack of general 

market knowledge.”. On the other hand, “EDP is stronger and fast creating packages and 

marketing them well…” (Interviewee 7).  

Gain creators of EDP Comercial in interviewees point of view was “customer 

relationship management” (Interviewee 7), known and national company and historical 

brand (all interviewees).  

As customer gains, it is possible to summarize interviewees answers as search for 

experienced and stable company, national, high quality and fast customer sales and 

support. 

5.4.1 EDP distinctiveness? 

Interviewees when asked if there is something that EDP Comercial offers that is unique, 

the answer was trust and national company. Interviewees 6 and 7 mentioned “energia 

solar” package and “EDP re:dy” packages, “base, solar, a/c, carro elétrico, exterior”16 

and “aquecimento” (EDP Comercial 2017b). After analyse of competitors offers, it is 

possible to defend that there is a blue ocean strategy. (September 2017)  

As mentioned earlier, blue ocean strategy is when a company creates uncontested market 

space, making the competition irrelevant by creating and capturing new demand. (Kim & 

Mauborgne 2005.) EDP Comercial in this case is creating a blue ocean strategy by 

providing unique packages, which means new competing factors in the value curve or as 

written by Kim & Mauborgne (2005.) something that the competitors do not have or offer 

to the consumer, Figure 15. 

Additionally, there was interviewees answers that showed and prove the lack of marketing 

by alternative suppliers, which will be discussed on chapter 5.6.2. 
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5.5 Customer relationship and feedback 

Interviewees considered the relationship individual when selling contracts to liberalized 

market, however afterwards is general call centre contact with friendly staff. 

Interviewees feel that client has low influence EDP Comercial’ strategies, for example 

interviewee 7 “…directly from the customer the company does not seem interested...” 

According to interviewee 3, EDP Comercial should see client as an important factor to 

the business, “…companies are made by customers…”. Nevertheless, interviewee 3 

admits and explains that is also her and other families fault, “customers accept the current 

situation, accommodative client, passive Portuguese culture style… [interviewee laughs] 

…suggestions or rare questionnaires, who has patience, interest or time on doing them? 

[interviewee laughs]” 

5.6 EDP Comercial Value Proposition Canvas 

After analysing the information obtained through interviews and online information it 

was possible to add information to the framework of this study illustrated earlier as Figure 

15 in customers’ perception. 

    

Figure 15. EDP Comercial’ value proposition canvas, interview results and online information based. 

As mentioned on chapter 3.1.3.3, value proposition map tens to answer to the customer 

segment sub-divisions. As defended by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014) when a company 

manages to answer to these sub-division, it achieves a fit. In case of EDP Comercial value 

proposition it was found that it does answers some of the requirements of the customer, 
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as we can see on Figure 16. The symbol  means that company answers to requirements 

or needs of customer segment. On the other hand,  symbol represents what company 

doesn’t not answer or satisfy. 

 

Figure 16. FIT/Relationship results. 

In this study, it is possible to confirm two stages of fit, problem-solution fit and product-

market fit since the interviewees were customers of EDP Comercial. However, it was 

unfortunately not possible to obtain information from the company in analyse of the third 

stage business model fit, which is described by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2014: 48-60) 

as when the company’ value proposition is scalable and profitable.  

5.6.1 Value Curve 

Similar to previous topic, after analysis of interviewees answers and information available 

on internet (example Loja Luz7) it was possible to create a value curve in a way to 

understand value proposition in a graphic matter and comparison with two main 

competitors and regulated market represented, Figure 17. 

GALP Energia is the second most important company in the free electricity market and 

the first in natural gas. Of Portuguese origin, but currently present in 13 countries. 

Endesa is among the three companies with the largest number of customers in the free 

market in Portugal and is the main supplier for industrial customers. 

                                                 
7Loja Luz selectra information webpages https://lojaluz.com  
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EDP Serviço Universal is a supplier of last resort who has kept their strategy as same as 

when held the monopoly of the commercialization of electricity until the opening of the 

free market in 2006. 

The main factors of competition on the Portuguese electricity market defended by 

voluntary participants were: energy price, package offers, customer service, marketing, 

technical support and information sharing.  Information sharing and marketing are one of 

the factors of competing since at time of interviews, interviewees felt and mentioned what 

was unique in their eyes of EDP Comercial offers, however, with deep analyse of the 

market it proves not to be unique, but just not promoted or acknowledged. 

Importance values given by the company in customer eyes were set between 0 to 4, being 

0 the less value given and 4 the most importance value to the company. For example, 

prices even though were quite similar in interviewees opinion there was slightly 

differences, EDP Comercial being the cheapest, Endesa after and GALP Energia the most 

expensive, however clients thought it was still considered expensive, so it was not 

possible to give maximum importance value. 

 

Figure 17. Comparison of EDP Comercial value curve with main competitors.  

Relating with sub-chapter 5.1.1, EDP Comercial is unique on offering energia solar 

packages and EDP re:dy packages, as the Figure 15 shows, EDP Comercial has higher 
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range of options of service packages than its main competitors. This can be interpreted as 

blue ocean strategy of EDP Comercial. since it is offering something unique for the 

customers. 

In terms of technical support, there is a similarity between EDP Comercial and GALP 

Energia, during interview with voluntary participant 1 it was argued that these two 

companies share technical support in different segments of the market, EDP Distribuição 

gives technical support to energy related problems and GALP to gas related issues. 

5.6.2 Comparison of EDP and EDP Comercial 

As mentioned earlier in sub-chapters 2.1.1.1 and 3.1, the main concern of companies 

presented on the liberalized electricity sector is that it is imperative to answer to the new 

demands of competitiveness, with essential requirements such as quality, flexibility, 

diversification and innovation. It was possible to confirm by interviews and online 

information that previously EDP was selling just energy, not optional packages and it was 

a standard offer. These connects to the research question of this thesis. 

Interviewees when asked what were their expectations of EDP Comercial, as mentioned 

earlier, the answers were common as wide product range, flexibility, better customer 

service and technical support, less power failures and simpler and more informative 

invoices. 

After investigating these interviews and online information available through social 

media, newspapers and company reports it is possible to confirm that the new 

requirements of customers, explained on chapter 5 and competition forced EDP to 

innovate its value proposition configuration to be able to survive on this new competitive 

market. However, an interesting implication that was perhaps a factor to change 

interviewees considered as having no influence on choosing an Energy supplier, price. 

Interviewees considered prices higher than when on regulated market, which are 

described on sub-chapter 5.4.1 and prices differences between suppliers on the market 

being minimal.  
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6 Conclusion & Discussion 

The final chapter of the report links the findings with literature and answers to research 

question of this thesis:   

 In customers’ perception, what variations occurred on the value proposition 

configuration of a monopolist after a market liberalization? 

As well as, practical implications, limitations and suggestions for future research. 

6.1 Discussion of Findings & Conclusion 

The investment in strategic innovation is a factor that cannot be ignored, being that it is 

not only product, process and technological innovation that is important for companies. 

By innovating their business model, EDP Comercial could adapt to the market and the 

demands of consumers. 

Although there is no consensus regarding a definition for a business model, several 

authors agree that a business model relates the organization's various sources of income, 

the resources used to obtain those revenues, and the relationship between customers, 

suppliers and other stakeholders in the business. An innovative business model is the 

reinvention or discovery of a different business model supported by new products, new 

markets or new ways of doing business. 

Strategic innovation takes on the role of being responsible for the emergence of new 

business ideas and new strategies, as well as the redefinition of existing markets, altering 

in a certain way the usual nature of the competition. Strategic innovation translates into 

the creation of new business models that aim to attract new customers through the creation 

of new products/services or new ways of marketing them. 

Considering the chaos that currently affects the competitive environment of EDP 

Comercial, we can agree with Brown and Eisenhardt (1998), which argue that the only 

way to survive will be to deal with change (reacting to change, anticipating it or even 

leading it). Organizations that can launch new products or change - in any way - the 

structure of the industry where they compete (ultimately leading the change) will be 

stronger; if they can only react to change (or anticipate it), organizations will have less 

chances of competitive success. 
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Some interviewees defended the importance of history of the brand, brand heritage, which 

can be related to what RBV defends. That the ability of an organization to acquire and 

exploit some resources depends on its spatial and temporal characteristics. Organizations 

that do not have (and need) resources dependent on time and space, cannot obtain them 

at other times than indicated - these resources are said to be imperfectly imitable. 

Regarding the case of EDP, the organization obtains valuable and rare resources because 

of its historical path, and is exploiting them as competitive advantage. An organization 

with a unique and valuable organizational culture that has emerged in the early years of 

its history could have a competitive advantage (because of this imperfectly imitable 

resource) on competitors founded in another historical period, where different values and 

beliefs dominate. The last reason organizational resources can be imperfectly imitative is 

that these can be complex social phenomena (Barney, 1991). When sustained competitive 

advantages are based on such phenomena, the ability of other organizations to imitate 

such resources is significantly restricted. Organizational resources that can be socially 

complex include interpersonal relationships among managers, organizational culture or 

the reputation of an organization between suppliers and customers. During the analyse of 

interviews it was mentioned the good reputation of EDP and the trust in the brand, making 

it possible to say that company has three competitive advantages in terms of RBV theory, 

history, experience and reputation. 

By analysing online sources, it was possible to prove the use by EDP Comercial of these 

competitive advantages with the slogan of “40 years. Always present. Always future.”, 

40 years of experience and history, present from the beginning of Portuguese Electricity 

sector and environmentally sustainable in long-term. In addition to this, EDP Comercial 

positions and describes itself as global energy company, a leader in value creation, 

innovation and sustainability. 

Related with earlier paragraph is, other important bases of this thesis, customers’ 

perception. It was surprising the lack of interest of some interviewees in analysing the 

different options in the market. These interviewees did not feel the need to search for 

other options because of the price being similar between different suppliers and 

consequently the preference in staying with a supplier that is known, experienced, trusted 

and national. Which links with the theory defended by Kotler et al. (2009), between 

others, the consequences of the consumption of an offer are not limited to the performance 

of the practice itself, expanding to other domains of life, revealing a larger and more 
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significant nature of the value generated, namely at the level of performance of other roles 

and other dimensions such as physical and mental balance and savings. 

It is very common for organizations to opt for strategies that end up giving value to their 

clients; they choose to gain leadership through differentiation or low cost. For Kim and 

Maugborne (2005), to create blue oceans, it is necessary to pursue differentiation and low 

cost at the same time, however, as mentioned at findings, the cost was similar between 

all of the suppliers at the time of the interviews. Differentiation was the strategy opted by 

EDP Comercial to create value to their clients and afterwards market leadership. 

Differentiation strategy of EDP Comercial is being achieved by adding, in addition to 

capabilities already mentioned, a new key competing factor, something that the 

competitors do not have or offer to the consumer, unique packages, “energia solar” 

package and “EDP re:dy” packages, “base, solar, a/c, carro elétrico, exterior” and 

“aquecimento” (EDP Comercial 2017b). 

Conclusion 

To conclude, innovation was imperative for EDP Group to survive to market 

liberalization and to keep its leadership. Answering to the research question of this study 

it is possible to explain that main variations occurred on the value proposition in 

customers’ perception was the wide offer of product range, flexibility, better customer 

service and technical support, less power failures and simpler and more informative 

invoices. 

In addition, with the help of the interviews it was noticed that the organizations should 

look to the future, adapting whenever necessary to the demands and volatility of the 

market. As such, the resources and capabilities of organizations will have to be 

permanently up to the market to ensure the sustainability of the organization. 

After the analysis, it became clear that an organization by having a consistent set of 

resources, strong and able to meet the demands of the market, manages to stand out from 

its competitors and thus enables it to perform well. As noted by Newbert (2007), valuable 

and rare resources are related to competitive advantage and this in turn is related to the 

performance of the organization. 
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The results also showed that having influential skills, both experience and knowledge, 

has a great impact on the performance of the organization in customers perception. In this 

way, this idea confirms that organizations that possess and exploit valuable and rare 

resources and capabilities can achieve competitive advantage (Barney, 1986) In addition 

to this, it can be said that one of the interesting key findings in this study was that 

economic values, such as price, were not considered as a major influential factor by the 

customers when choosing energy supplier, but brand heritage values were perceived as 

more meaningful. 

The market is constantly changing and until the transition from regulated to liberalized 

market is complete (2020) it will keep changing, this was recognized by the interviewees. 

Thus, there is no possibility of avoiding market volatility and thus, these changes have 

repercussions on organizational performance. Thus, organizational performance is 

influenced by the market situation as such, performance and competitive advantage are 

influenced by market structure (Bourgeois & Astley 1979). The importance of the 

organization' need for a change in strategy was clear, which changes to a new design of a 

value creation strategy, aiming at a change in the resources and capacities used. 

All the interviewees showed the new complex needs that EDP Comercial must satisfy to 

keep its leadership. Which connects to strategy, business model and value innovation 

mentioned earlier, innovation was proved to be a basic need to market survivability.  

According to the results, this innovation arises from the need to follow the market and 

not be left behind by its competitors and due to the new requirements of the market 

regulator, ERSE, demands and needs of consumers. This innovation is reflected in the 

products and services offered by EDP Comercial, in the infrastructure of the organization, 

and in the process of customer support. Thus, value innovation has proved to be a process 

of continuous improvement. 

6.2 Limitations 

Even though this Master’s thesis answered to the research questions, limitations and 

unexpected situations occurred during it.  

At first, thesis was prepared to interview middle management of EDP Comercial to 

research the question from the point of view of the company in the middle of liberalized 
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market change. However, the company decided to not participate and due to time limit, 

the point of view was turned to customers of EDP Comercial and literature review fixed 

accordingly. 

The study of customers point of view and lack of information of the interviewees of 

alternative suppliers may have effects on the results obtained, as well as, limit sample 

size, not representing near 1% of the customers existent on liberalized market and risk of 

generalization results. 

Other limitation found during the research was the ongoing changes on the electricity 

market, it will enter in its full phase in 2020, multiple changes on market rules, new laws 

created the need of updating the information often, making the study slower. 

The precision of the study and therefore the certainty are also limited by the inexperience 

and the strictly limited time to complete the thesis. 

6.3 Practical Implications 

The results of this thesis can be used by EDP Comercial to develop their value proposition 

canvas to better answer or satisfy the needs, requirements or solve problems of present or 

possible future customers. Through identifying the various elements of the subdivisions 

of value proposition canvas, the research provides important information on the kind of 

concrete issues to which companies should considered.  

These various elements can also provide business management with ideas and new 

perspectives on the various opportunities the company should make use of pain relievers, 

for example, more information sharing through person-to-person contact. 

For alternative suppliers that are not EDP Comercial this study provides information of 

the effects of low amount of offices on big cities and on country side. 

6.4 Suggestions for Future Research 

There are several suggestions for future research to enhance the findings on this thesis. 

One option would be customer behaviour linked with knowing the brand and its history, 

as well as, the lack of information acknowledged by the families and how a company 

could improve it. 
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Second suggestion for future research, would be comparison of Portuguese electricity 

market liberalization with other countries that already concluded the liberalization, for 

example, comparison with Spanish market. 

As third suggestion, supplement the findings of this research with direct information from 

EDP Comercial value proposition canvas or bigger sample of families answering the 

semi-structured interview with the purpose of results not being generalized or speculated. 
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Appendix 

APPENDIX 1: Business structure EDP - Energias de Portugal 

 

Figure 18. Business structure EDP - Energias de Portugal (Relatório e contas 2015). 
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APPENDIX 2: Organizational chart EDP - Energias de Portugal 

 

Figure 19. Organizational chart EDP - Energias de Portugal (Relatório e contas 2011). 
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APPENDIX 3: Portugal Continental 
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APPENDIX 4: Main Sales Companies of the Portuguese Electricity Sector (ERSE 

2017) 

 EDP Comercial - Comercialização de Energia, SA 

 Galp Power S.A. 

 Endesa – Endesa Energia Sucursal Portugal 

 Coopérnico - Cooperativa de Desenvolvimento Sustentável, CRL 

 Elusa Comercialização de Eletricidade 

 Elygas Power, S.L. 

 Enat – Energias Naturais, Lda.  

 ENFORCESCO, SA (YLCE) 

 GOLD ENERGY – Comercializadora de Energia, S.A. 

 HEN - Serviços Energéticos, Lda. 

 Iberdrola Clientes Portugal, Unipessoal, Lda. 

 Jafplus Energia 

 Logica Energy 

 LUZBOA - Comercialização de Energia, Lda. 

 LUSIADAENERGIA, S.A. 

 PH Energia, Lda. 

 Rolear - Automatizações, Estudos e Representações, S.A. 

 Union Fenosa Comercial, S.L. – Suc. Em Portugal 
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APPENDIX 5: Gross electricity production in Portugal: by total and by type from 

2000 to 2014  
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APPENDIX 6: Semi-Structured Interview Questions 

Interview introduction 

The study aims to analyse the change of EDP itself with the change from Monopoly to 

Free Market and the effects they had on the relationship between EDP and consumers / 

customers. Which means that the practical part (semi-structured interviews) revolves 

around the customer's perspective of this change in the Energy Market and relationship 

with EDP. The still being in the "old" EDP is positive for the study, since it will contrast 

with those already in the new EDP (Commercial Solutions). 

The interview would have to be by Skype call, since I need to record as official proof that 

the interview was conducted and for further analysis. 

Interview Questions 

1. In your opinion describe energy solution? What do you search as Energy solution to 
your home? 

Between 2006 and beginning of 2013 a change occurred in Portugal among energy 

providers due to the complete transition from a monopolized to a free market. The free 

market allows unrestricted competition in the electricity and gas sectors, enabling the 

appearance of several energy traders, and wider selection of choice for consumers. The 

liberalization of the electricity market in Portugal has been planned since 2000 and will 

enter in its full phase on 2020, with the gradual extinction of regulated tariffs for all 

consumers. (ERSE, 2017.) 

2. Before market liberalization, there was just one option of energy supplier, EDP. What 

are your expectations from new EDP Soluções Comerciais now? 

2.1. How do you evaluate their offers? 

3. How do you evaluate alternative energy suppliers, such as Galp, Endesa, Iberdrola, 

and others? 

3.1. What, in your opinion, are the current problems in delivering the solution? 

Problems encountered in before and after the purchase or completion of the 

contract, barriers. Problems you feel as a customer? 
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3.2. In your opinion, what could be done to solve these problems? 

4. Why do you think some energy suppliers are more successful than others?  

4.1. In your opinion, is there something that EDP Soluções Comerciais offers that 

when compared to competitors is unique? 

5. What role you as a customer have in the development of a solution? (Customer 

feedback option?) 

Conclude the interview by asking if the voluntary participant is interested in 

adding any other comments. 

Thank you very much for your time. 


